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The subject matter of this thesis Is concerned vith the stability 
of fluid flows| wors particularly, with ths stability of liquid films 
which haws an interface with air. Vs will therefore begin by formulating 
the basic equations and Ideas which pertain to this class of problems 
Later in this chapter, a stannary will be given of the topics dealt with 
in this dissertation.
The three-dimensional flow of an incosqxresalble fluid will now be 
considered. In a Cartesian co-ordinate system x> (1 • 1»2,3) the 
general equations governing the three-diaensional notion of an 
incompressible fluid are
where u* and (i« 1,2,3) are the velocity and body force ( per unit 
mass ) components in the respective co-ordinate directions, p is the fluid 
density, t is the tine end e^ are the components of the stress tensor.
The dquation of continuity in an incoppressible fluid is
M - 0.
*?
The stress tensor Ojj(Xpt) at any point x^ of the fluid at tine t 
is defined as the i-eostponent of the fores per unit area exerted across a
----- ---
plane surface element noraal to the j-direction. It satisfies the 
Newtonian lav,
°ij • “»slj * ** *1J
vhere p is the pressure in the fluid, y is the viscosity of the fluid, 
is the 'delta function', and e*j is the rate of strain tensor at that
point in the fluids The rate of strain tensor is related to the velocity 
of the fluid through the equation 
•ij ’ 1 M
\ «x.
The general equations then become the Ravier-Ftokes equations 
for an incompre s s ible fluid
• ,\ n J
A. ’
,Xj ? tei
M - 0
M ( )
>xj J
in vhich form y is not assumed to be constant.
It is generally convenient to transform all physical variables
into dimensionless form, relative to scales of mass, length and time
vhich are representative of the problem. These may be defined by the
constant density p of the fluidi the length scale h, vhich is as yet
unspecified, but vhich is a measure of the effective thickness of the
fluid layeri and some convenient velocity V, vhich in this vork will
usually be the surface velocity. As viscosity is allowed to vary,
the Reynolds number R ie defined as where u is the (constant)
% 0
viscosity of particles comprising the liquid surface| and a '
________________
less viscosity’ m is defined as
« - »<«£,»)
o
With ’barred’ variables referring to the dimensionless form of 
those ’unbarred’ earlier, the Wavier* Stokes equations then reduce to 
the form ( c.f. Drasin, 1962 )
We now assume that the viscosity of each element of the liquid 
remains constant throughout its motions that is,
at 0Dt • (1.1)
This equation can be taken to be exact provided the viscosity distribution 
is not subject to diffusion* However, in practice, variations in viscosity 
are normally due to variations in temperature, T, i.e. y®y(T) : and 
diffusion of heat may produce a corresponding diffusion of viscosity, i.e.
• « V2p
Dt
( provided / £1 << | | / | vw |* » *htre * the thermal
dlffueivity of the liquid. In such cases, equation (1.1) is an approx­
imation valid vhen k is small.
If the flow experiences a small two-dimensional periodic disturbance 
of vave-number k, an appropriate dimensionless wave-number is o ■ kh and 
we can obtain a more precise condition on x or Pr where Pr ( • VQ/px ) ie 
the Prandtl number. Equation (1.1) may be a good approximation provided
oftfr, SX » 1*
o
Since aft will be taken as 0(1) or less in the present work, it Is clearly 
necessary that the Frandtl number of the material in question should be 
large. This condition appears to be veil satisfied, for example, by 
tektites, molten metals and glass, ftestr let ions similar to the above 
exist for other diffusive processes such as molecular diffusion.
In dimensionless form equation (1.1) becomes 
Pm _Dt °* (1.2)
k further qualification concerning equation (1.1) must be made.
If a small two-dimensional vavelike disturbance propagates with a velocity 
o' which eatlefiee the inequality 0 < c' < V, the linearised form of 
equation (1.1) may yield a singularity at the 'critical layer' where the 
liquid velocity equals o'. Such disturbances are outside the scope of 
this analysis, but have been discussed previously by Lees and Lin (19^6) 
and are also the subject of a paper by Cralk (19&9). Here, as for 
uniform films, it is found that the velocity o' of surface waves satisfies 
the condition o' > V , and the question of a singularity does not arise 
for these waves. However, the possibility of other wave-modes vith 
0 < c' < V is not discounted: if, for example, the viscosity distrib­
ution posamses a near-discontinuity at some depth, 'internal* instabilities 
similar to those discussed by Yih (19&W may arise.
The assumption of constant density is also an approximation if 
temperature varies within the fluid. However, in the context of the 
present work, this is not a serious restriction. The major role of
5gravity io that due to the large density distent irtuxty at the liquid 
surface^ and, provided the liquid remains stably stratified, comparatively 
small changes in density within the liquid are unlikely to be important 
for the waves under discussion.
n.g i :JUUJla
If the steady state consists of a one- or two-dimensional plane 
parallel flow, the dimensionless Cartesian co-ordinate system Oxys nay 
be chosen so that 0 lies In the undisturbed fluid interface and Os is 
normal to this surface. In this systen the dinensionless components of 
the primary fluid velocity are then (U(*)9 V(i), 0) and those of the
linearised velocity perturbation caused by the disturbance are
( u*(x9y9s9t)9 v*(x9y9s9t)9 v'(x9y9s9t) )• In the primary state, we 
assume that the viscosity is a function of depth alone i.e. that nen(s). 
The linearised Bevier-Stokes equations including terns vhich allow for 
viscosity variation are as followst
>*u» . >>2£l ♦ a»X Rn * 'TT * T7 * * »« ~>y V >y J >* \ Is
2*1 ♦ n&l + «2ll + „• 21 st * * * h
1 2a (SsL * 2*1KtoUi »x >U1 3*R tel" »
2zl«. a
R
-L (3x1»x \ »x 2al ♦ — (&. »y J »x \»»
1 Jx >' »v'sa r»r *
±LYlX/C«fi
»y / R »« \ >«
»▼' 22
-------- ——--
a /»*' 3u» 
ax \ 3x ax
a /3v’ 3v*\ a2v*
ay \ 3y a» J 3x*
2 ia a*L + 1 JfeL 12 + 1 av 
r ax a x r ax ax r ay ax
3u* 3v* 3v* 
ax ay ax
a,to,c,d)o
The dimensionless pressure and viscosity perturbations are p*(x,y,x,t) 
and m'(x,y,x,t) respectively.
As is usual in methods of hydrodynamic stability ( see Lin (1955), 
Chapter 1), the perturbation at any instant may be assumed to be resolvable 
into independent Fourier wave components in x and y, the amplitudes of 
the waves varying as the real part of an exponential function in time 
( i.e. exp(-iwt) where to is the frequency) and both amplitudes and 
phases varying with depth. Each harmonic component is then a solution 
of the linearised equations of motion, provided its amplitude is suff­
iciently small for these equations to hold. Then each of the perturb­
ation velocity components of the disturbance is the real part of an 
expression of the form
q’ • ft(z) exp (i(ox ♦ By) - iact)
where $(z) is a complex function of x, a and 0 are real positive wave­
numbers and c ( - % ♦ ie* ) is a complex phase velocity. More 
generally, each velocity component of a bounded perturbation which 
can be prescribed at t«0, can be represented as a double Fourier 
integral of the form
q* » ; j l(a,B,e) $(x) exp (i(ox ♦ By) - iact) Aa d0
- ______________________________________________
......................
vhere A(a,£,c) is some known function.
The objective la to determine c as a function of a,8 and the other 
properties of the problem. Thue a wave component has a phase velocity
c and growth factor exp(oe.t), being stable or unstable according asr • x
Cj 1. native or po.iti™. if i. ..ro, th. m. exponent i. 
•neutrally stable•. Hence, if oc^ is negative or aero for all harmori 2 
disturbances, the initial steady state is stable to small disturbancest 
but, if there exists one harmonic node for vhich oc^ ia positive, the 
steady state is unstable to disturbances containing this mode as a 
Fourier component.
If linearised theory remains valid for some tine during the amplif­
ication process of the initial perturbation, the disturbance nay develop 
into a single dominant vavelike node due to the selective anplification 
of the xaost unstable component. However, owing to non-linear effects 
linearised theory nay only describe the initial stages of anplification, 
in which the most unstable node nay dominate, but other components 
remain signiflcent especially those three-dimensional nodes neighbouring 
to this mode ( see Benjamin (1961) )
Also, since three-dimensional disturbances can be treated in 
terns of a corresponding two-dimensional problem, only two-dimensional 
harmonic disturbances need be considered ( see Lin 1955, 113.1,5.2 ) 
and only the component of the primary flow in the direct ion of
the harmonic component need be examined. It follows th<&, if there 
is a minimum critical Reynolds gimber at which neutrally stable 
disturbances may exist, these disturbances are two-dimensional.
8This result is the theorem of Cquire (1933). It may here be noted 
that this theorem does not apply to the thx Qe-diaensicnal Hows of 
Chapter 3. Corresponding relationships between two* and three-dimens­
ional amplified disturbances have been found by Watson (I960) and 
Michael (1961) subject to certain restrictions.
for the above reasons, in much of the work which follows, the 
problem can be specified by choosing axes so that B*0 and by ignoring 
the y-component of the primary flow.
It should be emphasised that the above formulation is appropriate 
for the temporal development of spatially uniform disturbances and 
thereby excludes spatial amplification. The relationship between 
spatial and temporal amplification has been examined by Gaster (1962). 
for small growth rates he has shown that the fluencies of these 
disturbances are approximately equal and that the spatial amplification 
Is approximately equal to the temporal amplification divided by the 
group velocity.
for a disturbance at the air-liquid interface ,with a wind-flow 
over this interface, of the above periodic fosm, the stresses exerted 
by the given airflow may always, in principle, be calculated. The 
problem may be treated in two parts: the surface stresse & exerted by 
the airflow upon a prescribed disturbance of the boundary may first 
be evaluated, and, subsequently, the stability problem for the liquid 
film may be solved subject to these stresses. As indicated by 
Benjamin (1959), this •divided9 method has considerable advantages, 
especially in simplicity, over one in which the complete stability
produced
problem is posed for the system. The surface stresses /by the interaction 
of the mean airflow with small periodic perturbations of the bounding 
surface ( i.e. the surface of the film ) have been evaluated by Miles 
( 1957® 1959® ) and by Benjamin (1959) for mean air velocity profiles
of boundary layer type. Turbulent fluctuations in the airflow are 
neglected although small disturbances at the surface may become dynamic­
ally unstable under the linearised stresses exerted by a laminar or 
9 quasi-laminar9 flow.
These estimates derived by Benjamin are sufficient for the purposes 
of this work and are introduced at an advanced stage in the analysis.
The prefi»e estimates required are for the pressure stress component in 
phase with the wave elevationt for which the 9quasi-laminar model* 
appears to be adequate,and for the tangential stress component in phase 
vith the wave slope. For this latter the 9 quasi-laminar model9 is 
less accurate but of the correct order of magnitude.
Plate, Chang and Hidy (19^9) have made an experimental investig­
ation into the generation of small water waves by wind. Under the 
shearing action of the airfl^r, the growth rate of the waves was found 
to follow the Miles-Benjamin theoretical predictions although at a 
slightly higher value.
Thus, for any small periodic disturbance, precise boundary condit­
ions satisfied by the liquid film at the mobile interface can be 
formulated vith due allowance for surface contamination (see later).
The equations of motion can then be solved subject t°the boundary 
conditions at the interface together with those at the rigid wall.
___________
►
I
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They constitute & complete boundary value problem whose solution yields 
a secular relationship between the properties of the primary flow and
those of the disturbance. From this relationship can be deduced theF
i‘ occuxtknce of instability in the liquid film.
The arrangement of this dissertation is aa follows:
k Xn Chapter 2, a review of previous work on the stability of thin liquid 
films is given. In Chapter 3, the stability problem for a liquid film 
flowing down an inclined plane subject to an oblique airflow is solved 
and previous work discussed in relation to the results. Chapter U 
deals with the stability of liquid films whose viscosity varies and 
the results found are shown to be similar to those known for thin liquid
films.
Xn Chapters 5 and 6 the mechanism of surface contamination is 
investigated in re hdion to liquid films and the theoretical models
formulated compared vith some experiments on contaminated liquid films.
11
CHAPTER XX
PREVIOUS WORK OH THIH
LIQUID FILM TESTABILITY,
There have been several previous theoretical investigations into 
the stability of thin liquid films} however, only one of these has been 
concerned with variation of viscosity.
One of the earliest rigorous formulations of the hydrodynamic 
stability problem for the unifora film flowing down an inclined plane 
was given by Yih (195M« His solution of the governing equation was by 
" a power series expansion of oR, a being the wave number and R the 
Reynolds number. The numerical results, however, were not accurate 
enough.* ( quoted Yih (1963)) Later Benjamin (1957) performed a power 
series expansion in y, the co-ordinate measuring the depth of the film, 
and obtained the neutral stability criterion analytically. In this 
work surface tension effects had been introduced.
Much later Yih (1963) returned to the problem and gave a very 
neat analytical solution to his power series expansion in oR, in 
agreement with Benjamin. He extended the work from small a to small 
aR with any a and to l^rge a with finite aR.
Similar techniques have been applied to the problem of wind generated 
waves on a thin liquid film. In 1960, Zaitsev examined the instability 
of wind generated waves in a horizontal liquid film. The wind stress 
was represented by a constant tangential stress acting on the plane 
surface. Bo allowance was made for the action of surface perturbation
12
on the vind etrees• A series solution was obtained in powers of
Reynolds end wave numbers. Pairs of neutral curves for different 
values of the ratio of fluid to air viscosities and curves of Reynolds 
number against surface tension were obtained. However, the results and 
approximations were not discussed. In 1961, Lyubutskaya extended the 
work to inclined ^Lane flows. Here again, a series solution in powers 
of Reynolds and wave numbers was utilised and a neutral stability 
criterion established which reduced to that of Benjamin and Yib for 
the case of no wind.
Benjamin (1963) subsequently examined the effect of insoluble 
contaminants on the stability of flow down an inclined plane. His 
results will be discussed in Chapter 5 where surface contamination is 
dealt vith in more detail.
Semenov (196M has considered the stability of a horizontal flow 
in which viscosity increases exponentially with depth below the mean
liquid surface, and where the notion is due entirely to a constant 
tangential stress exerted at the liquid surface. This model is again 
an attempt to introduce wind stress. He assumed that the viscosity 
remained constant in horizontal planes even when the flow was give n a 
small perturbation. Hence, for this isodel, fluid particles do not 
have constant viscosity. In contrast, the work following in Chapter 
U takes into account the fluctuations in viscosity at a given lo at ion 
due to the perturbed motion. The viscosity of individual particles 
of fluid remain constant whilst the variation in viscosity which
occurs at a certain level in the fluid is due to the wave motion in
the fluid.
________ _________________________________________________
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Also, as vith the nods! of Zaitsev and Lyubutskaya, that of 
Semenov is not suited to aa examination of wind-generated vaves since the 
periodic stresses at the air-liquid interface, which arise due to the 
interaction of the air-flov and the perturbed liquid surface, are not 
adequately formulated. Such stress perturbations are incorporated in 
the analysis later in the sane manner as ws employed by Craik (1966} 
1968)} these stresses are represented by suitable parameters and 
appropriate estimates for these may be substituted if desired.
Drasin (1962) has discussed the stability of parallel flows vhere 
both viscosity and density nay vary, but he restricted the study to 
flows at large Reynolds numbers. Bis sethod was that of Tollmeln and 
Sohlichting, vhere asymptotic solutions for large oR are introduced.
Sone aspects of his work- particularly the initial formulation of the 
stability problem - are relevant to the present investigation and 
these are mentioned later.
Cralk. (1966) has investigated the stability of a thin uniform 
liquid film on a horizontal boundary subject to a concurrent airflow 
over its surface. The stress perturbations at the air-liquid surface 
due to the wind ware represented in an appropriate parametric for*, in 
accordance vith the theoretical estimates of Miles (1957) and Benjamin 
(1959). The letter estimates involve factors vhich depend upon the 
air-velocity profile} but, for simplicity, Craik treated these as 
given constant parameters, the values of vhich may be calculated, if 
desired, for particular airflows. This we a better representation 
for wind-generated vaves than those of Zqltsev and lyubutskaya, but
not so precise as that of Cohen end Hanratty (19^5) in their invest* 
igation of films of larger Reynolds numbers. As with the ease of a 
film on an inclined plane previously mentioned, instability is found 
to exist at rather small liquid Reynolds numbers, the wavelengths of 
the unstable disturbances being large compared to the film thickness. 
A surprising aspect of the results is that instability occurs in 
sufficiently thin films. This is caused by the component of 
tangential stress perturbation which la in phase with the vave slope.
Figure 2.1t Sketch of effect of tangential stress component in 
phase with vave slope.
The destabilising effect of this stress conponent becomes dominant 
for sufficiently thin films} and, as shown in figure 2.1, its effect 
is such as to displace liquid away from the troughs and towards the 
crests of a wave, thereby increasing its amplitude.
Cohen end Hanratty (1965) have made investigations similar in 
many respects to that of Craik. Their experimental work was confined 
to thicker films. In their theory the surface stresses vere determined 
by the method developed by Miles (19^2) and their determination 
involved the integration of a Ricatti-type equation for a prescribed 
velocity profile. Their theory agrees veil vith experiment and their
15
results seem to support the •quasi-laminar’ assumptiont that the 
turbulence of the airflow does not contribute significantly to the 
systenatic stresses in phase vith the ware.
__________________________________________
..-...... ■
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STABILITY OF LIQUID FILM FLOW
DOWS AM INCLINED PLAME WITKQBLIQUEAIRFLQW.
In thia chapter we will examine the hydrodynamic stability of a 
liquid film of uniform thickness ( and constant viscosity ) flowing 
down an inclined planet subject to a wind»6tress in some direction 
on its surface and having insoluble surface contaminants present. 
Biere, the viscosity of the liquid film will be kept constant whereas 
in the succeeding chapter the effect of variation in viscosity will be 
examined. Our purpose is to discover how these two instabilities - 
that due to gravity and that due to wind stress - are related for a 
three-dimensional primary flow and to find criteria for the onset of 
instability. The previous remarks concerning Squire’s theorem in 
Chapter 1 must be remembered. One physical problem to which the 
succeeding theory could be applied is that of the flow of fluid over 
turbine blades.
13.1 i B»»lc formulation.
The three-dimensional motion whose stability is to be investig­
ated is illustrated in figure 3.1. The liquid, having constant 
density p and viscosity y («pv) flows in a uniform film of thickness 
h upon a solid plane inclined at an angle 0 to the horisontal. It 
is convenient to adopt a co-ordinate system (x,yts) in vhich the 
undisturbed liquid surface is represented by the plane s«0, s increases 
along the outward normal to the liquid surface sad to chocs* the
Figure 3.1i Sketch of flow configuration and surface disturbance.
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y f2u ♦ pF
(3.1 a,b)
and
the fora
a body
x*dir^c?tion In the **▼« direction.
The appropriate equations of notion in dinenaional fern are from
Chapter 1
BnP ♦ p ( u • V ) u » * Vp ♦
?• u » 0.
where the fluid has pressure p and velocity u 
force £ due to gravity. £ is expressible in
F * ( g* sin 6, gy sin$, g cose)
where g* » g coso and *-g sina, e is the angle of inclination of 
the plane to the horisontal and a is the angle the x-direction makes 
with the line of steepest descent down the plane.
The primary velocity profile is of the form U ■ (n(s),V(»),0)
where •
yD*U » -pf ♦ 7? ,
di **ds an<* hydrostatic pressure. Also the boundary
conditions are
where t • (t ,t ,0) 
x y
denoting mean vind-etresa. This gives for the basic velocity profile 
5 ” (fcJ-h*) F ♦ «1 (s*h> t (3.2)
Here, only the x- and y-coaponents of F taken, as the s-component is 
balanced by the hydrostatic pressure.
yW « at x«0
n • 0 at s«" -h
is a 2-dimeneional vector in the x*y plane
__ ________________________________ _________
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Because the basic problem is three-diwensional, the perturbations 
of the liquid stream in directions both normal and parallel to the 
plane surface must be considered. Let the normal displacement of the 
surface be represented by
s ■ n (x.y.t) • 6 exp (ik(x-ct)) (3.3)
where k is the wave number and c is the wave velocity. With
■ Ji ♦ u1 and P ■ P ♦ p* as in the notation of Chapter 1, ( but where 
terms are dimensional ) the linearised equations of motion in vector
notation are
3u*p ~ ♦ p ( £ . V ) u’ ♦ P ( u' , V ) U ■ -Vp’ ♦ yV2u*
(3.Utb)
V . u’ » 0.
Let the displacement of the surface parallel to the plane be
es» ea£ • Xn where both and £ are 2-dimensional vectors in the x-y plane. 
Then the time derivative of £ following the motion of the undisturbed 
liquid surface is
St • I it * j
rv ik X *c ♦ sind ♦ £2.1 (3.5)
The lineariaei kinematic surface condition* are
Dt
it " v’<°> ,
x»o
(3.6atb)
Therefore from equations (3.5) end (3.6b) we obtain
.2,* ixx ElLggSlsS, + Li* « 0 j n » u’(0) ♦ ~ n (3.T)
Also, the linearised boundary condition (3.6a) becomes
(w»)t«0 ik
ht.. + £^c»is® . (3.8)c 1
J
_____________ _____ ________________
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At a solid boundary, the
u?(-h) » 0
and by continuity at x ” -h
velocity rust vanish
3wf
ds (3.9)
concern the normal and
■ o
The two remaining boundary conditio 
tangential stresses at the air-liquid interface. The wind stress 
nay be represented by the parameters c and o. which are related to 
the airflow perturbation throur •
* wn and * In (3.10a,b)
*. is in the direction of the s-axi« perpendicular to the plane and 
£ lies in the plane in the x-diraction and depends on the component 
of the vindfc velocity profile in the direction of the wavenumber 
vector. and £ are usually complex.
In the tangential stress condition alloxance will be made for 
insoluble surface contamination. The present representation ie 
that used by Benjamin (1963). He identified the surface properties 
of a liquid with those of a visco-elastic membrane whoee deformation 
produces quasi-elastic forces proportional to strains and quasi­
viscous forces proportional to temporal rates of strains this 
model thereby incorporates both surface elasticity and surface 
viscosity. This simple model is re-examined end compared with 
other models in a later chapter.
The stresses due to surface elasticity and surface viscosity
are obtained in the form
D\ ♦ *Dt ’»< >
- - ___________________________
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where V2 operates only on the x and y co-ordinates* is the sub 
of elastic aoduli of surface dilatatfm and shear and x is the sub of 
surface dilatation and shear viscosities |
i... o* - -k S n
- -I2 X Yj ♦ ikr ( U<0) - C ) / »l (3.11)
The tangential stress just inside the liquid surface must equal 
the sub of the tangential stresses exerted by the contaalasted surface 
and by the air stream. The boundary condition equating tangential 
stress at ««n is therefore
£ - £
The shear stress at s«n is
o « p
♦ c
S'( )»*' 4. »▼’ A
• ly 3« • 0
Bvf 3u’ 
3x as
Using a Taylor’s series expansion about s»0, this is
/ja o•s' ♦ Ja‘ >v d^• T
(3.12)
evaluated at i“0.
The condition that the capillary pressure and the noraal stress 
on either side of the surface should be in equilihriuxa is, in the 
linearised approximation,
-p’ ♦ • M ) ♦ | oj
evaluated at s»n. Here, r© is the surface tension coefficient. 
At s«0 the above equation reduces to
( ”p’ )»-o" j.n * 2w if' * r°kIn • *”
where v is the magnitude of Using the fact that the basic 
s» dppressure P is hydrostatic, • -pgcos® and ve further obtain
n (pg cos® ♦ r#k8) ♦ (2p “ p*) ■ «n (3.13)
function. ,
For convenience the x-axis was chosen to lie in the direction
of propagation of the vave. Thus, for a given wave perturbation, 
velocity perturbations in the y-diraction do not enter the problem. 
From equation (3.M>) a stream function of the form
♦ - ♦(•) n
where u’ " “ (D|)n { *• • -ik®n (3.lUa,h)
can be introduced. D in this chapter alone denotes differentiation 
vith respect to a. Substitution of this stream function into the 
equations of notion and eliaination of the pressure terms gives the 
vell-knovn Orr-Soamerfeld equation
f - . 1
w ( D* - 2 k8 D8 ♦ k* ) ® ■ ik ^(u-c)(DJ-k2)® -(dM®
(3.15)
The boundary conditions at x " -h yield
♦(—h) - D|(~h) • 0. (3.l6atb)
The kinematic surface condition (3.8) becomes
♦(o) • .-&*- g.Stel.Ac . - S(o) (3.IT)
The tvo stress conditions at s » 0 are obtained from equations 
(3.10 • 3.13) l­
y ( ♦ k*| ) • I - Vl ♦ ik*(5(0)-c)h<>sinCgx (3.18)
and (3(0)-c) D® - (d3)® - ( D3® - 3k8D® )ik (3.19)
♦ ( » - pg co.6 - r0k8
in the tangential and normal directions respectively. X* denotes 
the x-coaponent of X
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») .cam
The quantities kh and^ are taken to be snail and to a first 
approx imat i on are made tero. This approach was first used by vih 
(1963). From equations (3.15) * (3.19) ve nust solve
- 0 (3.20)
subject to
I • D0 • 0 at s * -h
at 1 ■ 0
at s » 0
at s " 0
(3.21a-e)
♦ » C • 0(G) 
y D** » p sind g 
d3$ « 0
Solving the equation (3.20), subject to 
ve obtain
$ » A ( a ♦ h )2
where A is an arbitrary multiplicative constant, 
further conditions (3.21 c,d) ve invoke the 
equations are
(3.21 a,b,e)
Using the
that the
latent i.e. have a unique solution. This yields
y » p sind g
i .e. c » 0(0) ♦ 
t h
X c 
sind
2v
ainO j^h1
at I ■ 0
{3.22)‘T’ *
This means that when g* > °» travel down the plane vith
a velocity greater than the x-component of surface velocity of the 
liquid film by an amount vhich is proportional to the x-component 
of gravitational force. Clearly, the greater the slope of the 
inclined plane the faster the vaves travel and the thinner the film
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the slower they travel relative to the surface velocity.
It Is Interesting to note the ease when waves travel directly 
up the plane. This occurs when the wind stress acting up the plane
tx > P sine g h
Also the wave speed is
« - 5(0) ■+ iiSjBil2
This means that If the waves are travelling up the plane then 
so zsust the film surface itself. Also, from this equation, with 
a wind stress acting up the plane and the film surface travelling 
up the plane, waves can still travel down. Indeed, a balance 
nay be obtained and a stationary train of waves set up In the film
if
t « p sind gh.A
It is also of interest to note that the velocity of wave 
propagation is that of kinematic waves. If v denotes the mean 
velocity of the liquid film, averaged over the film thickness h, 
the velocity of propagation of kinematic waves is c^ » (vh).
From the x**c opponent of equation (3.2) in the equation
▼ - 4 sc.) «»,
“ -h
it is found that c^ • c, where c is given by equation (3.22).
This means that the disturbances are dominated by viscous rather 
than gravity or pressure forces and are thus governed by continuity. 
The theory of kinematic waves was developed by Llghtbill A Whit ham 
(1955).
_______________
—2k
Following Yih’o technique, we examine the change in the value
of c as kh departs from aero, Let
ikhaU(n)
V T1
lfch*5(0)c0 ♦ v *
vbara tha aubacript 0 rafara to tha firat approximation. From 
aquation (3.1$), thia givaa
haU(O) D*>, - (U - c) -(DaU)<„
2A ( I* ♦ PPfrgg^ ) 
V M
which solves to
haU(O) - 2A ( ♦ AjS* ♦ »,«* ♦ C,a ♦ D,
(3.23)
In the ensuing evaluation, it is found that the terms in involving
D1 are ( s ♦ h which is proportional to will there-
first
fore he taken to he aero, for otherwise another/approximation would 
he introduced within the second. This does not affect the c^ 
which is to he found.
The boundary conditions reduce to
at »• -h♦j - - 0 (3.2ka,h)
b>3<0) »»♦, - - i,», - ll:S!°iS->.
(3.2Uc)
at s • 0
0
and haU(O) D*^ - ( U - cfl ) Df# - (DO) %
e
at a - 0 (3.2l»d)
_______________________________________
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In condition (3.2Uc) is eliminated using equation (3.7).
Combining these conditions the value of c is found to be
C ■ u(o) ♦ h2 ♦ g COS0 * r*k2 "• ’ ) k5
♦2 ,ik jin>,iigx ( ♦ £.1^ , h5
15 MW (3.25)
ik
v
■In. K h» JBL
2v /, p sir? r*
• $
On separating this equation into real and Imaginary parts and
setting c » ♦ ic^, * ■ *r ♦ i*^ and I ■ £, ♦ il^ the following
expressions for cy and c^ are obtained 
kw•MMMM
3pc_ - u(o) ♦ ft~ ♦ 552v
hi ♦ h‘ - l>’ « (h» +
2v4 psmOgx r
(3.26)
» r„k3 - ,r) 51 * ii!i> (j. . eiis&^s
- b. (“ • ) (5-2T>
The stability of the flow may now be investigated. When c^ / 0 
the amplification rate or the rate of damping is given by kc:. 
Instability occurs when
* S( h * ♦ jv2«iae«x h* * P-ine^h) >
h +
tyh2
♦ w
p g cosQ ♦ rnk2 (3.28)
In order to proceed further, we must introduce actual express­
ions for v and w.• The expressions to be used are taken fromr i
Benjamin’s (1959) paper as mentioned in Chapter 1. These expressions 
are only estimates. However, it has been shown by Craik (1965)
that these estimates may be applicable, in a physical situation, to 
turbulent airflows in a channel of finite height provided this
• - - -
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height is large compared with the wavelength of the disturbance. 
With the subscript a denoting a property of the alrfJov, the
primary motion of the liquid is related to that of the air by the 
equation
y (DU), (DU ) - T ya a' x (3.29)0
vhere Ufc(s) i® the mean air velocity at the interface in the x- 
direetion. The noraal stress component in phase vith the wave 
displacement is as given by Craik (1965) w
I ■. I.r h ef’ (3.30)J T k 48v k
vhere the limits of the integral, I, denote the boundaries of the
air flow and U is max. IU I. c. is a friction coefficient definedo i a’ r
by
* (DU ) - c, U 1 a a r o
The tangential stress in phase vith the vave slope is given by
vhere 1
T
vhere the quantities *• and $ may be regarded as constants which
depend on the properties of the air flov profile cuch as its shape
but not its magnitude. Craik (19^5) has shown that these estimates 
are accurate enough for such a situation as this. He demonstrated 
their fora for the case vhere the velocity profile U& obeyed the 
^th power lav * a situation occurring in turbulent flov. Better 
methods for calculating these surface stresses vere given by Miles 
(1962). However, the estimates used here are sufficient for our 
□resent wHynn..._
Equation (3.28) for the neutral case,C| » 0, then becomes
__________________________________
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1
3«co.8 ♦ - j 3(0) ♦ j e / \
r. 
*1
v ?
Si. V . 2h i * * n * p‘ine«xh)
j
which may he re-written in terms of k u 
1
2 e A ” / I efh p .2sini* h*/ t 
Sv**"
(3.32)
vhw. 0 - « eoa« ♦ h ♦ T, - ♦ ainM^
If ”»•*>
cf h 20 » 0. (3.33)
Only one root of the quadratic (3.33) is positive. Thus, 
for a prescribed surface velocity, U(0), there Is a wavenumber given 
by (3.33) for which h has a critical value. Depending on the value 
of U(0) andG, this critical value h denotes a film thickness inmed­
iately above or below which disturbances are amplified. The root
of equation (3.33) which is greater than aero is
1
where
( SSL
ar
. . (ima) ,/srk*7*7' or°
(3.3k)
(3.35)
On aubatitutlng for k in equation (3.32). tha expression for h 
c c
becomes
X&5»> 3 “ i" - '4-w'}• 3W (3.M)
This function ^(t) of the dimensionless parameter ♦ ia the same 
as that obtained by Craik (1966), Fig. 11, and the values of this 
function computed there may be used.
The results shown in figures (3.2) and (3.3) for neutral
stability were obtained from equations (3.3U), (3.35) and (3.36) fa
(S » b 7b l/Cf. » 22o,

I06
) TT/2 TT
for different angles of inclination with
h (cm.)
Figure 3.3t Neutral stability curves for different values of wind 
stress vith constant angle of inclination.
I'
i
using the I.B.M. 1620 of St. Andrews University. In these results 
the wind stress was taken perpendicular to the component of gravity 
down the plane. This was done for brevity. However, curves 
can easily be calculated for any angle of the air flow to the line 
of greatest slope.
In figure (3.2) , the film thickness, hc, is plotted against 
the angle of wave propagation, a, for different angles of inclin­
ation ( • » 15°, k5°, 60° ) with constant wind stress t * 0.1.
The two unlabelled curves nearest to the e-axis depict the other 
parts of the U5° and 15° neutral curves, the one reaching the 
higher value of h being that for
In figure (3.3), the fila thickness is plotted against the 
angle of wave propagation for different values of the wind stress 
( t • 0, 0.03, 0.1, 0.2 ) with constant angle of inclination (0«60°). 
The unstable regions for each curve in both figures are those 
which contain the red spot.
The following features are of interest. A wave with wave
number in the direction a ♦ « and velocity -e is identical to r
one with wavenumber in the direction a and velocity thus 
giving the symmetry in the figures. The interaction of the gravity 
and wind stress forces produce asymmetrical curves about o-v/2 
which are almost symmetrical when either G or t is small but quite 
asywaetrical when either G or t is large. In this latter case the 
unstable regions overlap each other.
It is thus found that for films thicker than 0.02 cm., the 
instability Is a gravitational one, whilst under O.OO^cm. the
_________
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instability is primarily due to the wind stress forces. Thus 
the instability mechaniaa found by Craik to exist at extremely 
thin filus only becomes dominant at these extremely thin films. 
Between these two regions i.e, for values of h near to 0,006cm,, 
the instability curves may link up with each other, increasing 
the region of^Stability. For those eases where the effect of
gravity and wind stress are comparable, there are no values of 
the film thickness for which the situation will be stable,
Xt is also of interest to examine how previous results are 
incorporated into the above theory.
—A iftk grey*.?** res**
,U), ,0m si ImIW. mew, .siMsas mrfm
Benjaain (1?5T)| Yih (1963).
For thia case. t_ • 0, I ■ » ■ y ■ « • 0 and equation (3.2) 
yields the velocity profile
U * 'Stet ( h2 — )2v
Fror equation (3.2c) it is found that
e,
3{o) ♦ sineh22w ex
einOh2 2U(0)
i,e, the wave*s velocity is twice that of the surface- the result 
found by both Benjamin and Xih.
Again, from equation (3,27) it ia found that
2k , . i n kh€i " 15v* aiaeg^h1 )2 - ( pgcose ♦ r^k2 )
kh'
3v
3 /___ . . rA >
- u(o)2 - ( goose )
___________ _____________________________________________
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which is the result obtained previously by Benjamin. The stability
criterion follow immediately i.e. the flow Is unstable when
~ U(0)2 > h ( geos® ♦ ~<5 k* )
> s
The equality condition of this equation ( the neutral stability 
ease ) for the restricted ease ® ■ 60°, a ■ 0° is represented in 
the figure (3*3) by the print where the curves cut the h-axis.
(il) now town w pImm irtlh » wwtMt
/
wilm m, Un iwiMflb , . .Lyubutikaya (1961).
Here, we will extract the results of Lyubutskaya. She 
took constant t on the surface s • 0, not on the perturbed surface. 
Xn this case I • w • » k • f0 • 0 and the basic velocity
profile
U - ^ ( h» - .2)8, ♦ ( « ♦ h ) 
is obtained from equation (3.2) when only 2-dintensions! motion 
in the x-dir action is considered. From equation (3.26) the wave 
velocity
r w u
- U(o) ♦ aip.»fo
is obtained. The wave moves with a speed greater than the surface 
but less than twice the surface speed. This agrees with the 
result of Lyubutskaya which she obtained in a dimensionless system 
of co-ordinates.
From equation (3.27) it follows that
_______ ____ _______
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«i - ♦ psia6^h >
and instability occur® when
(tx ♦ p.me^h) > i
again in a jreenent with Lyubutskoya, Xt is to be noted that this 
result cannot be represented within the figures (3.2) and (3.3) 
since the representation used for the perturbation stresses is
lp hpriwirt^ Ua^d fljaat
Craik (1966)
The liquid surface is taken to be horizontal and 
inated; thuaB
and
x • 0t
.L.V+JU. t 
M X
is the basic velocity profile obtained from equation (3*2) when
only 2-dijacnsional motion In the redirection is considered.
Equations (3.26) and (3.27) reduce to
c „ C(o) + £ 1 - -
r ' 2>i r 3w i
(p« ♦ r.k2)r * I*’ . I2i i 3i r " 3vi ” u * ’ S "p ~ Si 
in agreesent with the previous results of Craik, Instability
occurs when
♦ «,>»♦ rek*
I ___________________________
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Benjamin (1963)
Here, hold* The basic velocity profile
is as in (I) and equations (3.26) aad (3.27) yield
a . A *i.e.a£gx
r v ®x V\ 2v
2 1 U(0)\ * /
0(O)a • X| « ~ ( gcosff ♦
aad results when
8 S(o)2 > ^u. ♦ h ( geo.e «. la*2 )
5 B --------- .
Agreement is made with Benjamin's dimensionless results.
Craik (1968)
In this ease only • 0. The velocity profile obtained
in (iii) is unchanged aad froo equation (3.26) ve have
cr « U(0).
this aeans that the analysis for the
of breaks down due to a factor yffipx" c contained within
the surface contaminating term, and, accordingly, the analysis 
has to be taken to the next approximation as in the work of Craik.
__ _________________________
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CHAPTER IV
IQ this chapter the stability of * liquid film which flows 
steadily dovn an inclined plane and wave generation by a concurrent 
air flow at a horisontal liquid surface are investigated* The 
liquid viscosity is allowed to vary with distance below its free 
surface* It is assumed that toe viscosity becomes indefinitely 
large with distance from the surface, and that there is an Effective
I *
depth* within which most of the motion occurs; but, otherwise, 
the viscosity distribution is arbitrary. It is shown that 
instabilities may occur which are similar to those known for thin 
liquid films discussed ia the last section* This type of 
situation where viscosity can vary my be regarded as a model 
of a melting surface*
Although the fluid is not enclosed by a rigid lower boundary 
it is generally possible to define a length-scale h which, for 
hydrodynamic purposes, is a measure of the 9effective thickness* 
of the liquid layer* Such a length-scale may be specified in 
terms of the distribution of viscosity with depth* If the 
viscosity becomes very large at comparatively small depths - as 
is usually the case at melting surfaces - this length-scale is 
small, and the liquid might be expected to behave to some extent 
like a thin film on a rigid boundary.
 
Dimensionless variables are defined relative to the velocity 
V of the liquid surface, the constant density p of the liquid, and 
the length seals h vhieh is as yet unspecified, but which is a 
measure of the Effective thickness9 of the liquid layer*
In the notation of Chapter 1, ve nay ignore the /-dependance 
as ve are dealing with a 2-dimensional problem* Thus, dimeneion- 
less co-ordinates (x,s) are chosen such that the primary flow is 
in the x-direction, and s denotes the depth belov the undisturbed 
free surface* (u,v) denote the dimensionless velocity components 
in the (x,s) directions* A sketch of this configuration is given 
in fi&ire (H.1)*
From equations (1*3), the appropriate equations for 2-dimens­
ional motion then become
Du _ „ >P , « . n-iDt 3x x K L* •>71' •
DvOt “ ' ♦a“ L R < « »*/) as a» •
»u &v _ A
ST* n"° •
o , (U.1a,b,c,d)
vhere denotes the dimensionless) material time derivative and 
equation (k*1d) expresses the contifcan cy in viscosity of a fluid 
particle derived in equation (1*2)*
If the direction of the primary flov is inclined at an angle • 
to the horisontal, the dimensionless body force
(OsinO, GcosC) vhere G ■ gh/V2 and g is gravitational acceleration*
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In the absence of any pressure gradient In the direction of 
motion, the primary flow is specified by
u * u(z), v • 0, m ■ m(z), p • p(z) ,
where
(S u* )• • - GR sin© , p* * 0 cos© , (U.2ntb)
and where here the prime denotes differentiation with respect 
to z« ( For convenience the "D" notation of Chapter 3 has been 
dropped,)
As the viscosity distribution m(z) can be regarded as a given 
property of the liquid,equation (U.2a) may be integrated using the 
boundary conditions
a(0) * 1, u(0) » 1, u(*») • 0.
The corresponding velocity profile is then fo^ad to be
u(») • 1 - OR sin© fsfft I sfcT sfh*® ’infi W
’ B / ’ B
CM)
How, If the liquid surface experiences a mean dimensional 
shear stress we require that
u’(0) » • H(t0/pV2) , (M)
which yields the result
1 - GR sin9 - R sfcT ’
0 # 0
In dimensional form, this expression relates the surface velocity V 
in terms of the other flow quantities. Thus, for a horizontal 
film, where © is zero,
I
0».5a)
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vhlle, for inclined flov under gravity with tg » 0,
'jrli <*••«•>
9
>•..»,*«9>n**X
We nov consider that the primary flov experience* a small 
tvo*dissensional disturbance vhioh is periodic in x* An extension 
of this analysis to three-dimensional disturbances can be effected 
by Squire's transformation as Mentioned earlier in the first chapter* 
(also, see Ylh (1955))
The normal disturbance of the liquid surface is represented
fry
» - n(x.t) - «.*•<«"’*> ,
vhere a is the dimensionless vave-number, taken to be real, and 
c the dimensionless vave velocity, vhich may be complex. The 
wave amplitude d is assumed to be sufficiently small for the problem 
to be linearised*
The continuity condition (fc.le) permits the introduction of 
a perturbation stream function
$(x,y,t) • f(s)n(x,t) 
such that the velocity components are
u • u(») ♦ f'(s)n
(fe*6a,b)
v » -iaf{s)n
Also the dimensionless r>ressure and viscosity are of the form 
p » p(s) ♦ ,
m » m(a) ♦ 0(c)n •
______ ____________ ______________________________
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On substituting these quantities into equations (k.1a,b,d)
li%arising and then eliminating the pressure ter* it is found that
A
P » u’f • (u* c)f* ♦ (iaft)*^ -2a2mf* K a(ftua2f• , (b*7a)
ioH (u -e)(f"-ci2f)-u” f •c(f^v-2«*fl ,+cwf) ♦ *a2f’)
♦ H’Xf1** a2f) ♦ <(uP"e a2u’)
+2f ’u" ♦ ft"u’ , (b.7b)
(u - c)ft • a’f • (U.Tc)
Equations similar to these were found by Drasin. Vhen m(s) • 1, 
the above equations reduce to those for a homogeneous fluid and, in 
particular, equation (H.7b) reduces to the Qrr-Soraaerfeld equation*
These equations are subject to five boundary conditions* The 
tvo boundary conditions at s « • are
f(-) • f’(-) « 0 . (U.8a,b)
In fact, if the flov is bounded by a rigid plane at soae
finite depth K, the adjustment necessary is to let n(s) become 
infinite for all a fc S. Three boundary conditions rerain at the 
liquid surface: two of these derive from the noral and tangential 
stress conditions at the surface and the third is the linearised 
kinematic condition which relates v and the surface displacement 
H* This last is
V “ X » 0,
or, f(0) • c • 1. (k*9)
The dimensionless normal and tangential stress perturbations 
exerted by an air stream on the perturbed liquid surface are of
the for*
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ctl * * an , * in t (H.ica,b)
where H and I are quantities, generally complex, which depend on 
the properties of the air flow and the surface disturbance* For 
present purposes, it Is convenient to regard the© as ccaaplex 
parameters, whose values nay be estimated in particular cases*
They assume the same role as those used by Craik (1^6), the only 
difference being the sign of (fc*1Ga) due to the opposite s direction 
used here*
The pressure p^ Just inside the liquid surface is, to linear­
ised approximation,
P| • C> ♦ p*)q at a • 0 (fc.H)
and the linearised condition that the capillary pressure and normal
stresses on either side of the surface should be in equilibrium is
2 3v « 3*n . . f
* *1 * B lx * 51F * %» at a » 0
where T • yfphV2)*1 and y is the coefficient of surface tension at 
the liquid surface* Using the results (fc*2b), (fc*6b), (fc*10a) 
and (fc.11), this boundary condition becomes
- p(0) - 2iaR-lff(0) • (G coed -Be «2T) , (fc.12)
where $(0) is given by result (fc*7a)*
The dimensionless shear stress in the liquid is
') ■
• - ® 2u 3v ’ • » IT * 8?
ConsequentIv«, to linearized approxlsat ion, the tangential stress 
perturbation Just inside the liquid surface satisfies
1 » (55* )• ♦ *u* ♦ m(f“ ♦ n, ats • 0.
Also, t must equal the tangential stress perturbation c exertedi xz
____________ ______________
toy the air flov; and on using results (H.Jc),(U.9) and (H.W), 
this condition becomes
f»(G) ♦ u*f(C) * R4 (c - I)"1 ♦ e* f(0) • 0. (M3)
The linearised characteristic-value problem is nov completely
specified by the equations (U.7a,b,c), together vith the fire 
boundary conditions (H.8a,b),(U,9)t(M2) and (M3). Its solution 
yields an eigenvalue equation few c, the complex vave velocity, 
in terms of a and the other parameters of the problem.
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At this stage, it is convenient to introduce some approximations, 
similar to ttose made in analogous work on uniform films. We 
assume that
a2 « 1, ah, eB|c| « 1 (b.li*a,b)
Later in the chapter, relaxation of the conditions (MHb) is 
discussed. These conditions require that the vcvelength of the 
disturbance is large compared vith the 'effective depth* h, and 
that, in the equations of motion, the inertia terms are small 
compared vith the viscous terms. A first approximation to 
equation (U.Tb) ie then
( mf" ♦ u'ft )" • 0.
On integrating: tvice and using result (U.7c) this becomes
Ef" ♦ $“ f > As +B (U.15)
vhere A and B are constants of integration vhich may be determined 
from the boundary conditions. The corresponding approximations 
to the boundary conditions (fe.12) and (H.13) are
_______ __ ___________________________
Mo
(»fM ♦ |j~L. f)’ “ *iaR<0 cos® - H ♦ a2T) (s • 0)
f* » RE - u” (s • 0)
where results (M*7a) end (M.9) have bean used* It is important
to note that, although <s2 and aR are small, the term on the right
hand side of the former boundary condition oust be retained.
since the parameter□ G, R, and T my be large* It follows from
these boundary conditions that the constants A and B are
A *• — iaR(G cose - S ♦ a2T) , (M.l6a)
B » HI * (wu,)t RE ♦ RO sinO • (M.l6b)
With these values, it remains to solve equation (U.15) subject 
to the boundary conditions (M*$a,b) and (M.9). This is done in 
tbs remainder of this chapter for two particular problems! namely, 
the onset of vind-gencrated waves on horizontal flows and the 
stability of inclined flows under gravity* The solution of 
the former problem yields the stability criterion to good approx- 
ination; but, for the latter, a better approximation is required 
which incorporates the highest order inertia terns fro® the equations 
of motion*
An equation similar to (U45) but with A « B n 0 is discussed 
by Draala. Two linearly independent solutions of this equation 
nay be expressed as series of multiple integrals; but the* are 
not required in the present work* Draxin also noted that the
equation has a simple solution when hu* is constant; and this 
case is examined in the next section*
_____ ____ ____________ ____________________
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litilJii£±£22£2i2± onjL
The problem of wind-renerated wave® on a horixontal flow ia
now examined.
If the primary flow is horizontal, 6-0 and the notion is 
entirely due to the scan tangential stress exerted by the air 
flow at the liquid aurffece. Then, from results (h.2) and (h.h)
mu’ » - Kfto/pV2) s D ,
where D Is a constant. For this case,
~’n’ „ u"1(8 - c) * c •
and equation (U.^5) becomes
(u - e)f" - u”f " (a® ♦ a) i F(z) .
c) (u - c)~ldRj ’ •
* » « S|
with the regaining louadary
First and second integrals of this equation, which satisfy the 
boundary conditions (U.8a,b) are
4»
(u - c)f’ * u’f * - : ?(sj)d«i ,
J
*
f • (u -
This latter expression, together
condition (^.9) yields
«•
(u - e)~*<fc F(»i)d»j»-1 ,
Jo i
and Integrations by parts lead to the result
AIt ♦ bi2 “ 2D • (H.18)
where
k2
c/ (X|(e) • (u - c)*1^ [ (u - c)*- c*jds *s C - c)1* c2] a* ,
Iz(c) • j (n • c)*1 (u - c)2 • c*)ds .
Since A, B end 0 ere known, end u(s) may be found for each prescribed 
viscosity distribution m(a), the complex wave velocity c may be
determined from this equation. In the following, the ret 1 end 
imaginary ports of complex quantities will be denoted by the 
subscripts r end i.
The mein interest is to determine the conditions for neutral
stebility vhen c is reel. However, if c is reel end less then
unity, the integrals Z> end Ij ere singular at s « *Q, where
u(s ) • c. As mentioned before, this possibility is not dealt
with here (see Craik (1969))* Instead, attention is restricted
to those disturbances with e* > 1, for which I> end Ij ere reel
when c, • 0. l
When C| ■ 0, the reel end imaginary components of equation 
(H.18) become
• 20 •r r r r
- 0 .
Alsct equations (b«l£a,b) reveal that
A » - oRH., A. • - oR(0 - E ♦ o2T),F 1 1 r (U.20)
By • RIr , • RZi
where the subscripts denote real and imaginary parts.
Particular estimates for B and I, which derive from earlier
 .
■ .. ..... ... . .. ..v... • . . ■ . . r .... .
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work of Benjamin (1959)* are given toy Craik (1966)* where their 
range of validity ia also discussed. Here* ve need only mention 
that R|x| and oR|hJ are typically smell compared vith unity* that 
Hj, ia negative and that 8?, X*,* and X* are positive. Xn the 
folloving it ia therefore permissible to assume that
R|t,* oB|B|| « 1* (fc,21a*b)
aa vas done toy Craik (1966). Theae assumptions again enable a 
simple solution to be found.
Vith theae assumptions* [a^I and (B^l are email compared vith
unity} whereas* vith an appropriate choice of length scale h* the
value of D la 0(1). Therefore* if equation (H.19) ia to be
satisfied* either Ij or X* must be large compared vith unity.
However* for disturbances vith c? > 1* it ia easily verified that
the magnitudes of Xi and X2 are 0(1) except when c ia cloae to r
unity. (Xt should be recalled that* vith an appropriate length
scale h* u ia very anall for depths a greater than 0(1)* due to
the large values of the viscosity theret the main contributions
to the integrals X| and Ij then derive from a layer near the
surface vhose dimensionless depth ia 0(1).) If c » 1 ♦ c* say r
where c is a small positive quantity* the integrands become very
large near 1 ■ 0, and their contributions to Ij and I2 are
correspondingly increased. Therefore* in order that X> or X2
may be sufficiently large to satisfy equation (to. 19a) it is
necessary that e • 1+. Thia result la similar to that for r
uniform thin films (see Craik 1966* equation 7.2)* that the phase
velocitj&f infinitesimal waves is nearly equal to the velocity 
of the liquid surface.
This result enables simplification of equation (H.19b), On 
writing c » cy » 1 ♦ c in X> and Ij, and examining the contributions 
to these integrals from the vicinity of i ■ 0, it is easily verified
that •
, ijO ♦ «) - , 5(2 • 5)a* ♦ o(iogc) ,
0
xa0 * •> - wiofr * 0<1)
On retaining only the highest order terms in t, equation (fc,19b) 
becomes
Ai
or, from equation (It.20),
(o - a ♦ o1t) r
To good approximation, 
for neutral stability. In
becomes m
(pg - »r ♦ M*y) I U(2V - U)a»' • , (k.22)
#
where Pr and T^ are dimensional stress parameters defined by 
Pr - (pvab**)ar , - (pv’h’Mij ,
and U(»f) denotes the dimensional primary velocity profile as a
; u(u * t)ds
0
»
u(2 • u)ds • Zj/a ,
this equation represents the condition 
terms of dimensional quantities, it
function of the actual depth a9.
The corresponding result for a uniform film of thickness h
Is (Craik, equation 7.1b)
pg - ♦ k*y • f (kh)*lTi , (U.23)
and this aay be recovered from (b.22) by setting
U - Y(1 - a’/h) , 0 u’ i h ,
U - 0 , a9 > h.
The similarity between results (h.22) and (U.23) permits a very
convenient definition of the ’effective depth9 h of liquids with
viscosity stratification. (Up till now, h has not been precisely
defined.) For. if h is taken to be «•
h - i V"1 : U(2T - O)dS* , (U.2U)
0
these equations become identical. Then, the criterion for neutral 
stability with viscosity stratification Is precisely the same as 
that for uniform films.
When ct I. non-»ero, but i. efficiently wall that
l«il ** l«r “ ’I. 1 .
an analysis similar to that above yields the approximate result •»
oRc^ • l(oR)*^ (r^/a)-(G-n^-a2T) y (2 - u)u da 
0 "
with the above choice of h, this equation is also identical to the 
corresponding result (Craik, equation 7.3) for uniform films.
from (k.2fc) and (H.1T), the ’effective depth9 h may be
_______ __ _____________
expressed in terns of the dinensional viscosity distribution 
!(«*)» as •
h-f /o(**)4>* ,
0 1
o(«») “ ’ - u y[u(€>ri«< / jfccopaJ .
0
Vith this value of h* end vith V given by (^.5a), the conditions 
(H.1ba*b) nay be expressed in teres of the wave-nunber k* the 
nean shear stress t9 and the viscosity distribution v(s9).
It is elear that all the results obtained by Craik (1966) 
for uniform files are directly applicable to the present situation 
Accordingly* further details need not be presented here: instead 
the reader is referred to SIT * 10 of Craik9s paper9 which exssdne 
the neutral ease9 the stabil ity curves and the range of validity 
of the approxlnatione. Also* following Craik (1968)* the above 
analysis nay easily be extended to include the effects of
eontanination by insoluble surface-active agents.
Finally* it should be recalled that the stability criterion
exenined here refers only to 1 surface-wave9 nodes. Ac nentioned 
In the in Production, there renains the possibility of unstable 
9 internal-wave9 nodes vith 0 < e? < 1* slnilar to those exenined 
by Tih (1967) for two superposed liquid layers.
________________________
- -. J. • -M -v —,1- •
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In this section ve consider the primary flow to be entirely 
due to the body force component Glint in the direction of notion* 
Since the air flov is absent, the mean shear stress to and the 
stress perturbations and o z are aero* From results (fc*2a) 
and (h.b)
mu’ • • GB sint x ,
and
a'u
l(n - c)
(tt
c
Equation (H.15) is therefore
. -liW (A, ♦ B) , (U.25)
and the appropri. ate values of A and B are, fro» (U.l6a,b)
A • ioB( 0 cost ♦ a*T) , B » SO slot •
We nov require the solution f(x) and the wave velocity c which 
satisfy (U.25) and the boundary conditions (h*8a,b) and (b*9), 
for a prescribed velocity profile u(x).
For the present problem, the depth scale h is not yet 
precisely defined* Without loss of generality, it nay be 
chosen such that w
j “ 1 »
0
and the result (H*5b) then becomes
lid
or, in dimensionless fora,
RO Bind • 1 . (H.27)
It follow that B nay bo taken as unity in equation (U.25); thia 
step being equivalent to defining the length scale h.
When a is sufficiently small, |a| is snail compared with |b|, 
and a first approximation to equation (U.25)- vhich Is Itself an 
approximation to equation (U.Tb) • nay be obtained on setting A 
equal to xero. Denoting the approximate solutions by the subscript 
zero, it is required to find f$(x) and c<$ which satisfy the equation
” (=‘/b) <*.««)
and the boundary conditions
f0(») - ■ 0 .
*o(O) - Co - 1 .
The associated viscosity variation &c(z) is oh tsined from equation 
(U.Tc) as
««(s) - 5~j0 - f0 . (U.29)
For prescribed values of u(x), the appropriate solutions for 
fo(s) and cq may be obtained numerically, using an Iteration 
procedures To this approximation, cq is real and the solution 
represent! a neutrally stable wave.
In order to derive the stability criterion, second approximations 
for f(x) and c to second order are required. For this, the term 
in A and the highest-order inertia terms must be included in the 
analysis. The inclusion of the latter requires that equations 
(U.7) be re-examined. After the method of Tih (1963), the
 
following are written
f(s) • fo(») ♦ ioRfi(s) , 
t(») « fcg(z) ♦ ioRti(s) t 
c » C0 ♦ iaKc| •
Theae expressions may be regarded ss the leading terms in a 
power series expansion in terms of the small parameters oB and o*t 
vhen a2 is also small compared with oB. The retention of only 
those terms of equation (U.Tb) vhlch are 0( B) means that
Cmfiw ♦ u’&x)f • (u - q)f0M * u"fo e (U«30)
• F?i. ♦ • <-•”>
First and second integrals of (U.30) are
(mfl” ♦ u’fliP » (u - co)fo’ » u*fg ♦ C (U.32)
«
mfi* ♦ u*Ax • j (u - co)fo’ - u,fe]ds| ♦ Ci ♦ D t (fc«33)
where C and D are disposable constants* To the same order of 
approx t i on the boundary conditions (U.12), (U.13) and (H.9) 
yield
(mfl* ♦ £•<>)• • (1 - co)fo’ ♦ 0 cos8 ♦ aaT (a * 0)
mf|M ♦ u*ft| • 0 (a • 0)
f • c (a - 0)
1 1
The first two of theae boundary conditions, together with equations 
(U«32) and (U»33) determine C and D to be
C • 0 cose ♦ «®Tt D • 0.
On substituting in equation (U«33) for C, Dt m and ft|t the
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following results fron an integration by parts
- <=■'•»
• ut(o cose ♦ «2t) ,
where
Ii / ( (u - co)fo* « u’fgj ds>
e »
m (u - co)f© ♦ (1 •eg)1 - 2 J u,fo<x«i
Also, from equation (h,23),
(u • Co)sfo’ ♦ (u - SUn)fe • - U*(u - C®) 5
and this equation any be integrated fron 0 to i, to find, after
integration by parts, that 
s
3 I ufodaj » (u - gf ♦ u’s)fo - (u • co)sfo’
U.3M
(U.35)
(U.36:
-i(u - c0)2 ♦ - cq)* .
*
On using results (U,35) and (b,36)» equation (fc,3M becomes
'>• • ‘Vi1.;:,V '• - =•<« — ♦ “■’>
♦ H(s)» (H.37
where
H(s) i •J<u,/s)f(u * co • 2uf»)fo ♦ 2(u - eo)sfo* ♦ (u • co)1! • 
In addition, fi(:)and 0| must be such that the boundary conditions
fl<-) • €>•(•) - 0, fj(O) - C| (H.38
are satisfied.
With a given dimensionless velocity profile u(s), the first 
co and fo(s) nay be calculated numerically fron
_____ _________ ________________________
equation (U.28)t os mentioned above* When these are known, a 
similar iterative procedure yields solutions C;, f;(s) to the 
above problem, which correspond to chosen values of the parameter 
(0 cos© ♦ e*T). It is clear that c; mist be real; and, since 
the imaginary part of the wave velocity c is laRc;, the sign of c> 
determines whether the wave is stable or unstable•
Such calculations have been carried out using the I* B. M.
1620 of the University of St. Andrews for the particular velocity 
profile
u(s) • (1 ♦ »)e* 2 (U.39)
which occurs in the interesting ease where the viscosity increases
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exponentially with depth* The corresponding dimensional and 
dimensionless viscosity distributions are
«■<»•> - MO £(»> “ •“ («.»’ » 0) .
(It nay be verified that the constant h used here Is ouch that
condition (h.27) is satisfied.) The value of co was found to be
c 1«8l ,0
which represents a neutral wave travelling with a velocity somewhat 
less than twice that of the liquid surface. This contrasts with 
the result of Benjamin and Xih for a uniform film, that the wave 
velocity is just twice that of the liquid surface* The solution 
fs(s) is shown in Figure (b«£).
In the next approximation, values of c> were found which 
c s & pond to several chosen values of (C cos© ♦ a*T). These
results are shown in Figure (U«3)e The curve of cj against
Figure Ths ftactiocs f Xg) and lOf («) for the viscosity 
distribution ’Mb, » « • 1
(6 cose ♦ a*T) resembles a stx oight line, hut no satisfactory
■
explanation for this has been found* A disturbance of nw 
nunber a is stable or unstable according *• (0 cose * a2T) is 
greater or less than 0.295* The function fj(s) corresponding 
to the neutral case c> • 0 is shown in figure (H.2). In the 
range 0 < i < 2, where most of the notion takes place, |fj(s)| 
is considerably smaller than |fc(s)|, and the sane is true of 
their first derivatives. This fact suggests that condition (M.1bb) 
nay be unnecessarily severe, and that the present approxinate 
theory any hold for all values of oR less than C (1).
When
0 cos8 < 0.295 ,
very long waves (a * 0) are unstable. Also, on using result 
(b.27), this instability condition beeosies
R > 3.39 cote .
Mow, for the velocity profile (fc.39)9 the volumetric flow rate 
per unit span Q is »
Q s Vh fu(s)da « 2Vh |
0
therefore, in terns of Q, the instability condition is
(p/mo)Q > 6.T8 cote • (H.Uo)
This nsy be compared with the result
-
t
____
(p/m )q > $ cote ,
which was found for uniform films by Benjamin and Tih. Once 
again, instability is predicted whenever the liquid surface is
...
*
vertical , for cot© is then aero, For S < 90°, the flow is 
stable provided Q is sufficiently snail, but instability occurs 
when Q is large enough to satisfy condition (k.ko).
The above analysis way readily be extended to include the 
effects of surface contamination, by following the nsethod of 
Benjamin (1963), It is clear that the instability exaained in this 
chapter is very similar to that occurring in uni fora films vfcich 
vas discussed in the previous chapter, and further discussion 
is therefore unnecessary.
The work of this chapter has been published in Craik and 
Smith (196£).
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CHAPXXft V
contamination oil the stability of a thin liquid f£l» which is 
subject to on airflow over its upper free surface*
The content of the chapter is os follows•
Previous work on surface contamination will first be described 
and the various terms such as solubility and elastic modulus 
introduced. During this resumd the various models used to 
dc® sribe the surface contaminating effect will be emphasised for 
comparison with later theory.
This theory is first developed along general lines where 
the diffusion of the contaminating substance from and to the 
hulk of the solution or liquid beneath the surface is governed 
by the diffusion equation. This model la later solved for two 
cases:* one, where the diffusion effect extends throughout the 
film and the other, where the effect is only significant. in a 
thin layer near the surface. However, before these twoca *®» 
are solved, a simpler model based on a straight-forward d«j> ind­
ene® between the mean and the perturbed concentration at the
surface is examined.
The results are summarised at the end of the chapter for
comparison with the experimental work of the next chapter
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85.1:Introduction and previous work.
Sob* organic substances, when added to water behave In such 
a way that their molecules on reaching the water's surface accumulate 
there forming a very thin ( sometimes rsonomoXecuXar ) layer. The 
tendoney of these substances or surface-active agents to accumulate 
on the surface is called adsorption. This type of physical 
reaction will be occurring in much of the succeeding work.
It had been observed many centuries ago that the $<td i trice 
of a surface—active agent could cause waves in liquids to decay 
more quickly than was observed previously. The observations 
of Pliny the klder, in the first century A.D., are cited by many 
authors including Levich (1962) and Craik (1965). Benjamin 
Franklin (1J7M suggested that waves were more difficult to excite 
in the presence of oil on the surface because the oil lubricated 
the surface so that the wind could not "easily catch on it •••••
... but slides over it".
The first satisfactory explanation s appear to have been 
made by Reynolds (l8$0) and Aitken (1811) who realised that local
V
variations in surface tension, due to changes in surface-active 
agent ( or surfactant ) concentration, were more important than 
any overall change in surface tension. Lamb in "Hydrodynamics" 
(1395) provided the mathematical analysis in support of their 
model but abbreviated the vork to only inextensible films in 
editions subsequent to His.
Levieh (19M, 1962) considered theoretically both insoluble 
end soluble surfactants and found that the rates of damping of 
capillary and gravity eaves on deep eater are greatly increased 
by the presence of surface elasticity. Surface elasticity is a 
measure of the resistance to extensions and contractions of a 
surface during the passage of a eave. His work does not give 
too dear a picture of the relations between the various surface 
parameters although it must be remembered that it vaa the first 
really extensive investigation into surface contamination effects.
However, a surface film does not behave as a truly elastic 
membrane but may exhibit elastieo—viscous properties. Thia 
leads to the introduction of a surface viscosity coefficient 
which can be related to the diffusion of surfactant either along 
the surface or into the bulk liquid. Dorrestein (1951) has 
examined both theoretically and experimentally the effects of 
surface elasticity end surface viscosity on waves in deep water 
but considered only insoluble surfactants.
Keulegan (1951) examined experimentally the effect of 
surfactants on wave damping in closed basins subject to a wind 
etreee over the surface. Be found that without contamination 
waves were produced with wind speeds of 300 - U00 cm. per sec. 
whereas with contamination waves were still not apparent at speeds 
of 1200 cm. per see., the maximum wind capacity of the apparatus.
Tempel and Tlet (1965) showed that damping values, much 
higher than those obtained previously, may be obtained and that
56
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they were in agreement with experiment* This difference in their 
theoretical work they attributed to previous "use of an incorrect 
boundary condition for the tangential stress1* * However, little 
difference in their boundary condition is apparent and direct 
comparison with previous work is impossible due to their numerical 
method of solution*
Hansen and Mean in three papers (1963, 196Ua,h) treated both 
soluble and insoluble films* Their results are presented as the 
reduction of the velocity of wave propagation and the damping rate 
against varying degrees of contaminant• Both theory and experiment
are outlined and their work quotes several useful values of surface 
properties of different monolayere*
Davies and Vose (19&5) have performed experimental work on 
capillary wave damping by soluble and insoluble films* They 
have compared their results with the theories of Lamb (1932),
Lavish (19^2) and Dorrestein (1951)• They found that the damping 
coefficient for clean water was in agreement with that given 
theoretically by Lamb and that that for insoluble surfactant 
did vary with Increasing concentration as predicted by Dorrestein* 
Also Dorrestein1# calculations on the effect of surface viscosity 
were corroborated* When soluble surfactants were added they 
found that the damping coefficient became smaller provided that 
the relaxation frequency ( or the time scale characteristic of 
the diffusion or transfer of contaminant from the surface into 
the hulk liquid or vice-versa ) was comparable or less than the
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the period of the wave. This was not in complete agreement 
with Levich who assumed that damping would increase nonotonieally 
with the aaount of contaminant.
All the above work was concerned with the effect of contamination 
on waves in deep liquid layers. A mathematical model, based 
on the effect of Increased viscous dissipation was adopted by 
Miles (1962) in examining the damping of surface waves in closed 
basins. This increased viscous dissipation occurs in a thin 
layer near the surface. The work included a short section on 
wind-generated waves and an extensive derivation of the modifications 
to the tangential stress condition due to surface effects.
Miles concluded that "surface contamination ..•••••• may contribute
significently to the damping of surface waves in closed basins" 
but that more observations are needed before a reliable comparison 
can be made between theory and experiment. Miles also included 
the effect of capillary hysteresis which is not relevant to this
work.
Benjamin (1963) extended his previous work on stability of 
flow down inclined planes, described earlier in this work, to 
include surface contamination effects. Ee found that surface 
viscosity had a surprisingly insignificant effect but that the 
damping influence of surface elasticity was considerable to an 
extent "that the Reynolds number at which observable waves will 
arise may be increased by a factor of ten or more." Also,
the lowering In the equilibrium value of the surface tension
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was of relatively little influence* The mathematical represent* 
ation used is adopted later in this work*
Tih (19672) exaained the stability of a horiaontal layer 
of viscous liquid in which the notion vas due to a gradient of 
surface tension* Plane Couette flow vith aero surface velocity 
vas chosen as a convenient example* However the linearisation 
procedure in the boundary condition governing surface concentration 
( equation (26) of the paper ) was incorrectly performed* In 
a corrected paper Tih (1968) found two nodes < ‘a 4 . ’lit;,- which 
could both be unstable*
Craik (1966) extended his previous work on wind-generated 
waves to include a surface contaminating effect and examined not 
only fairly small but also moderately large Reynolds number 
approximations* At large liquid Reynolds numbers the influence 
of the eontanination on the roles of variable tangential stress, I, 
and the bulk viscosity, R"1, were examined* It vas found that the 
effect upon the role of I could almost always be neglected in 
comparison vith that on R*1. In such films instability occurs vhen 
the viscous dissipation vithin the liquid is insufficient to 
balance the ec ery transfer from the mean air flow to a neutral 
vave* This dissipation occurs in two layers « one at the wall 
and the other at the surface* The magnitude of the latter dissipation 
increased from 0(oR|cr • 1 j”1 ) toO(o3ff^ |cr • l|~^) in the presence 
of surface contamination* (Here, as before, o is the dimensionless
wavenumber and c • c ♦ ic th* dir°nsionless wave velocity 
r i
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where c > 1.), Thus the surface elasticity forces modify the r
motion so as to increase the rate at which energy Is dissipated 
within the surface layer.
At small liquid Reynolds numbers, a new class of disturbances
was found for which c - 1 Is a small negative quantity ( c.f. a 
r e
small positive quantity predicted for uncontaminated films ) and
for these surface elasticity fulfils a destabilising role. Thia
component reinforces the tangential stress component due to the
air flow and together they cause liquid to be dragged towards the
crests and away from the troughs of a snail wave-like disturbance
( see figure 2.1). The approximate condition for instability is
then a simple kinematic one: namely, that there should be a net
horizontal volume flux towards the crests and away from the troughs
of this disturbance. This destabilising role of surface elasticity
Is due to the presence of a non-zero velocity gradient at the
liquid surface. In the case of Benjamin*s flow down an inclined
plane, this velocity gradient is sero and this eliminates the possibility
of contamination promoting instability. As in Benjamin*s work,
surface viscosity was found to have a minor role. The possibility
was also mentioned that the visible waves in such thin films were
non-linear (l.e. tY eir amplitude being comparable with film
thickness) with c significantly less than one; in which case r
surface elasticity would have a much smaller effect.
The present work re-examines Craik’s results for thin films
and includes solubility and diffusion. The theoretical work will
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not be concerned with thicker films.
In a more recent paper Oottifredi and Jamieson (1963a) have 
examined theoretically the effect of an adsorbed layer over a deep 
liquid. Their theory is performed in terns of the surface elasticity 
parameter, both surface viscosity and solubility being ignored.
They found that "even a film of very low elasticity will have 
a considerable effect at very short wavelengths" and that an 
optimum concentration of the surfactant existed for wave damping.
The critical wind speed for wave generation wae increased by a 
factor of up to ten, depending on the surface elasticity of the 
monolayer present and the wavelength. for the shortest wavelengths, 
a very small value of surface elasticity would increase the wind 
speed required by a factor of two.
They also state that " as far as the liquid and the surface 
film are concerned, the theory is on relatively firm ground".
However, in their equation for tangential stress (equation 2.3) 
the effect of the shear flow generated at the liquid surface has 
not been considered and this would result in misleading stability 
curves. Craik found a similar omission in his early work cm 
contamination which altered results quite considerably (compare 
the figures Craik (1966) figure 10.1 and Craik (1968) figure 2).
In a short sequel Oottlfredi and Jamieson (1968b) compared 
the results of the first paper with experimental work of Davies 
et al. (1968) on wind-generated waves on a liquid surface covered 
by a surface film. This v&s an attemptthe exper i Tsental
_
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results could be explained by their theory. However, the diagrams 
representing the growth rate of a wave against the air flow for 
both theory and experiment are so scarce of experimental points 
that what agreement there is is only “qualitative”.
M.lc .qurtlw.
Before deriving the equations of notion for the contaminant, 
we nust distinguish between the eases when the contaminant is 
soluble and when it is insoluble and emphasise what the various terms 
imply. Contamination by an insoluble substance which docs not 
diffuse along the liquid surface ie Identified by the surface 
elasticity coefficient. Where there is diffusion along the 
surface, this is covered by the surface viscosity coefficient. 
Benjamin (1963) and Craik (1968) who were concerned with insoluble 
contaminants which diffuse along the surface only made use of 
these two coefficients.
With soluble contaminants where only diffusion along the 
surface is modelled this too is identified by the surface viscosity 
coefficient. However, when the soluble contaminant diffuses 
normal to the surface into and out of the bulk of the liquid this 
ease is governed by a diffusion equation with a boundary condition 
which relates the concentration perturbation at the surface to 
that in the bulk. For thin films this process would be important 
and it is this latter case with which wo will at first be concerned.
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The diffusion equation vill nov be derived. When a surface 
is disturbed by a vave the accompanying liquid notion causes 
periodic contraction and expansion of the elements of the surface.
If there is sane adsorbed surface-active material or surfactant 
on the surface, the concentration vill exhibit corresponding 
periodic deviations fro© its equilibrium value. If the solubility 
of the surfactant is quite appreciable, there may also be a periodic 
transfer of surfactant frm the surface to the liquid bulk and vice- - 
versa. These periodic fluctuations in surfactant concentration in 
the layer immediately beneath the surface may be represented in 
a diffusion 'mass balance' equation
(5.1)
vhere co is the dimensionless concentration of solute or contaminant 
in the bulk solution, A is the dimensionless diffbsivity constant 
end V • (U(s),O,O) is the dimensionless basic velocity profile.
All quantities have been made dimensionless vith respect to the
velocity, V, of the liquid surface, the film thickness h and the 
liquid density p. Equation (5.1) represents diffusion of soluble 
contaminant in directions both normal and parallel to the surface.
As shown in figure (5.1)» the liquid occupies the space
contained vithin the rigid boundary s • 0 and the free surface
s « 1, the origin of co-ordinates being chosen at sone position 
on the rigid boundary. The basic velocity components are defined 
above. The perturbed velocity components are u ■ (u,v,v) vhere 
U » U ♦ u in the cartesian system.
*.
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An air stream is assumed to exert a constant mean tangential 
stress on the liquid surface; also, we take the pressure gradient 
in the direction of notion to produce negligible curvature of 
the liquid velocity profile whenever the depth of the air phase 
is large compared with that of the liquid. This is certainly 
the ease for the experimental apparatus used later (see also 
Craik (1965) figure M. Ve therefore take the mean velocity 
profile of the liquid to he linear. The dimensionless profile 
U(») then is
U(s) » s (5*2)
This is shown in figure (5<1)*
Two boundary conditions govern equation (5.1). At the 
rigid boundary, there is no diffusion of solute and so
■ 0 at s » 0 (5.3)
At the upper boundary, there is a free surface condition.
The amount of contaainant adsorbed at a surface element of area A 
(where A may change) is TA where I* is the contaminant concentration 
and this amount v&ries with time due to diffusion of contaminant 
normal to the surface (assuming diffusion along the surface negligible 
in comparison). Thus
fe (rA) - -
where n ia the direction normal to the surface and a denotes 
evaluation at the surface. This relationship was first proposed 
by Boussinesq (1913)» Linearisation gives
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£1.11 -ISA. y>£x>|
Dt H ix A Dt -3* j
The rate of dictation of the surface element to the same
ia
A Dt ^»x
),
to a linearisad approx in*tion, we obtain
or . . r»“_ A is.nt" n? A»; (5A)
at s. Xt la necessary to reduce thia equation to 
terms in contaminant, c0> alone. Small perturbations in surface 
tenaion T, f and cQ are related according to
vt • / §5A ,<r ‘ r»’
r - run A(cO - co,«)un' a«0
(5.5)
(5.6)
un
vhere 1 la a frequency independent length and the subscript un 
denotes evaluation on the unperturbed surface. Theae two 
ships will be derived in Appendix X.
On substituting condition (5.6) into equation (5.U)» ve 
obtain the surface boundary condition in its final fora
* #*• - r K - 
at tha liquid curfUea.
(5.7)
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Before attempting to obtain a full solution to the diffusion 
equation (5.1)• it is of interest to investigate a sore simple 
representation of the surfactant diffusion. Let us examine the 
equation
(5.8)or
nt
' ♦«i;yr--«r-c0-|7 (u>u«n)
V at
evaluated at s « 1, where c0 is still the mean concentration,
T is the perturbation of this wean concentration and k 
the constant of proportionality of the rate of diffusion of the 
coat ax> ln^ws^i to the bulk solution. This latter condition is 
proportional to the deviation of the value of the concentration 
frota its mean.
The problem with .Jhich we are concerned af. y in this chapter 
is the effect of contamination on the stability of a horizontal 
liquid filn subject to an air flow on its upper boundary.
The vertical displacement of the liquid surface due to a 
small two-dimensional perturbation is represented by 
s - , ♦ n(x,t) - 1 ♦ «.io (x’et) 
as in previous chapters, but now the unperturbed surface is 
at b • 1, .
The perturbation in concentration is assumed to have the
(5.9)
same frequency and wavelength as the surface perturbation l.e. 
ia(x-ct)
c0<k ©
Because of continuity, a perturbation stream function may be
_____ _________  ... . :
$(x,s,t) • -d(x) n(x,t)
such that the perturbation velocity components are
w • ♦ • • 4’n i w « * * ia$n (5.10)» x
vhere ’dashed’ variables again denote differentiation with respect 
to &• Their substitution into the linearised equations of rsotion 
yields
* 2a2$" ♦ o’*^ * iaB(s-e) ($M-a2$) (5.11)
The boundary conditions governing this equation are, with 
one exception, those derived in a different configuration in 
Chapter III, and by Craik (1966)« The boundary conditions at 
the rigid wall s » 0 give
$(0) - ♦•(<» • 0 (5.12a,b)
The kinematic surface condition at x * 1 yields
♦(1) « 1 - c (5.13)
The norrt&l stress condition at z •> 1 gives
(1 - c)4* *4 -(ioH)"*1 ($’”- 3a2$’) *• (To2 ♦ 0 * H)(1 - c) ■ 0
(5.1H)
Equation (5.8) can now be reduced to the form
r ■ " c° Bt • •1 (5-,5)
This equation is used in the tangential stress condition 
which now relates directly the stress to the rate of change of 
concentration in the vdirection i.e. the stress due to the
 
______  ____________
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contamination is
; - - s &
XS Bx (5.16)
vhere 0 is some constant (>0). The tangential boundary condition 
at the surface then becomes (c.f. Craik (1966))
T “ °« * °x» at « " ’
i«e« «^(f" ♦ o2t) •o ♦ c
if T/ XX XS
it ♦ at s - 1 (5.17)e-1 1 - c * ix/o "
*iv« 0
Xn a airliar manner to before ve take a first approximation 
to the Orr-Soanerfeld equation applied to the linear velocity 
profile
i.e
giving $ • A0s3 + Ax a2 ♦ Aaa ♦ A3
and apply the boundary conditions
$ « $» » 0 at a ® 0
on the solid boundary,
s (To1 + o~n) on z « 1C "■ 1
tne /i or trial stress condition, together vith the stress
and equation (?.17). The resulting equations give
v . - A3 » G
j it + Aj *• 0
a, - - "K+*>o
iaJBc REbA^aA, - +M- (i:£yr?=~*i77«) - 0
_______________________
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The leterrinantal equation of the above yield*
i»(To2 ♦ 0 - B) ♦ ~
-7^?^i/te,*0-,*73r<2c-1>
We rosy now examine this equation for various 
sod compare the results with the previous results of Craik (1968).
(5.18)
Case (a)
betting 11 - c | » «/a we obtain
3( 1 -c)2 - iah( 1 - e)(To2 *0-8 ♦ ~ v Mc0)<t a
♦ iaR0co ~ (Ta2 ♦ G - fl) 0.
This equation holds when the diffusing effect is quite stall or, 
in other words, the contaminant is virtually insoluble. This we 
may compare with the vork of Craik - his equation (6.2) is the 
above where gcQ » ?>, where Tj is the dimensionless sue of the 
elastic moduli of surface dilatation and shear. Thus, Craik1s 
work and coaaaents on the above equation hold.
Case (b)
lext, if the contaminating effect is large, the terns containing 
c0 become dominant and equation (5.13) becomes
Ta2 «• 0 - 8 ♦ y— ( 2c - 1) « 0
The real and imaginary parts of this equation yield
aHJ!c » } ~ —r*i » | when aR|n. j« 1
ci - - H <’«’ * a - V
________________ : ________ i
and the notion is stable when Ta2 ♦ G > H .r
We may again compare this with Craik (1968), equation 8.2.
His equation reduces to the above under the assumption
Ml2LJ_i2<£Lr£lL „ , |K, <
vhere K is the sum of the surface dilatation and shear viscosities. 
This assumption implies that the presence of contaminant completely 
suppresses the destabilising influence of the tangential stress
Thus, in this case vhen a large amount of contaminant is 
present, the flov experiences its effect on the surface as one 
of an elastic membrane, cc greatly suppressing the influence of 
the vind.
Cm. (o)
Finally, the ease vhere diffusion is dominant is examined.
M
This implies that *c/a » 11 - c | and in equation (5.18) this gives
U(t«2 ♦ 0 *» n) ♦ ,£), « •» 3JSIS0 e 0 « fi e Ajfcc • 1
c ion a , leic
The imaginary part of this equation is
c. 3
. aS. / £«»■=,t igiSSsJOasl ♦ {FUSa)
1 ♦ «Ji5£n y
From this the motion is stable if
(Ta* ♦ 0 - Ir)(l ♦
The real part yields
______
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i ♦
£ .e.
a<1+l28s.)
o2FBcvhen oo >? < c < 1 er * « > 0 .
Thia again can be compared vith the equations of Craik* This
sane condition on c can be extracted from his equation (3*2) r
®S13?J i.7,, A®*{J.TF21, « 0( 1) in his notation* It is foundvhen 1 - c
from his vork tfcafc the following result:*
(i) vhen ■9^1,1 • c|
ctHTl
1.
c » 1.r(ii) vhen « 1 ,
Thus, in this section the results of Craik (19^2) have been
» 1 t c
and their regions of validity emphasised.
We return to the equations of 85.2. The vertical displacement 
is again assumed to be of the form (5.9) and the surface condition 
(5«7) reduces to
z at s « 1.
The perturbation in concentration io again assumed to have the 
same frequeiey and wavelength as the surface perturbation
i.e. cQ • df(s) a f(z)n (5.20)
vhere nov f(z) io some function of s.
For the fluid flow the equations (5.10) - (5*1M ire still 
valid.
For the tangential stress boundary condition a modification
T2
must again be to allow for the tangential stress
exerted by the contaminated surface, 
by
a
Thio modification is given
xs
at
>x
/dT
k"7 2£?x
($)
un
3x (5.21)
un
i, the subscript un denotes that the quantity is evaluated 
on the unpert urbed surface. This equation la directly related to 
the expression used for the elastic moduli of surface dilatation 
and shear in equation (3.11) earlier, and to equation (5.16).
The change in the value of surface tension la related to the 
change in surface contaminant concentration through equation (5.5) 
in the form
dT
un
where Ti » Yj(pV2h)'"1, V is the surface film velocity and Yj is 
the sum of tie elastic moduli of surface dilatation and shear. 
Equation (5.21) then becomes
xx
- ±i x
r >x (5.22)
The boundary condition expressing continuity of tangential 
stress at the surface is therefore e.f. Craik (1969)
t • a ♦ a
XS XX
(♦” ♦ a2f ♦ - y1
at x » 1
X iaRf - 0 (5.23)at x " 1
Substitution of equation (5.20) into equation (>.1) yield* 
the differential equation
f” • Ar (a * c) f - a2f “ 0
and into condition (5*3) gives
f»(0) » 0
(5.2k)
(5.25)
Substitution of both equation (5.20) and equation (5.10) 
into (5.19) yields
X (1-c) f(1) ♦ f’(1) ♦ r{1 - «1)) rt««1 (5.26)
The stability oroblem is new specified. Ve must solve 
equations (5.11) and (5.2b) subject to the conditions (5.12, 5.13,
5.lb,5.23, 5.25 and 5.26). This is a characteristic value problem 
specified by a second order and a fourth order equation subject to 
seven boundary conditions. Their solution yields an eigenvalue 
problem for the complex wave velocity c in terms of a and the 
other parameters of the problem.
We viU nov investigate these equations for two different 
models| firstly, a model vhere the diffusion effect of the 
contaminant extends throughout the film, and, secondly, one vhere 
the diffusion effect is only significant in a thin layer near the 
liquid surface. It must be remembered that the liquid’s kinematic 
viscosity vill always be much larger than the dimensional diffusion 
coefficient for each model.
—T*»
gQlution for Urge dlff^ive C;;BCt,
Fere we examine the case where diffusion is important
the fills.
If and a’ are 8Eall the function f(x) w be expressed 
by a series
f(,) - n«0 An *"
and introduced into equation (5.2jM in the fora
f" - -y (x- c) t - 0 (5.27)
to give
f - b i 1 ♦ He* - - isa ♦ .«)«,» ♦..............
♦ ♦ j<«» - i2£ ),» ♦ Jfi-«* ♦................ (5-28)
From equation (5.25), » 0.
It Is to be noted that equation (5.2^) does hare an exact 
solution expressed in Ua&kel functions but these functions are 
rather unwieldy and the approximations made to obtain a solution 
are sufficient for the purposes of this work.
The solution to equation (5* It) to a similar approximation 
was given by Craik (1968) in the form
♦ (*) - A ♦ Ax ♦ A (x2 ♦ ^x* ♦ -gz i5 )
2 . * r « hm
* A,U }
where f> • ioft(1«c) ♦ 2e2
Q • iofl.
The rigid wall conditions (5.12) iaply A « A, “ 0. Conditions o ■
(5.26) and (5.13) give
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x(,-c) fd) +-J- f’d) ♦ r jhl - ♦•(,) - o (5.30)
at i - ,
On neglecting, >t < and a4 in equation (>.29) and substituting 
this and equation (>.26) into (5.1^)e(>.<3) and (5.30) we obtain
•.('♦ft; “.(‘'ft) “.M“(’♦£-$?)-•
1 • - « / » jl —1_- \ — 4nz t + x(1» c^®» 0‘. (' ' ft;
Xo2 ♦ 0 - h
AjIbR 1 ♦
♦ AS ^3 *r=7 •^(3-«-W)
, . ) .A <$♦!.* i.srfx&rin
1 •c / n t ’ ■ c j)
kxcludin^ the trivial case A* - A, - B# - 0, it is eviam that 
these three equations are consistent only when the determinant of the
coefficients of h t Ajt is aero. In the evaluation of this
. terns of second ana higher order in a£, -7, etc. are
This rives as the condition for
"-lb
y (5.31)
=------- =-£ ( iaR (To4 ♦ 0 - B) ♦ 6(2c - 1)\
3~c~ioA ♦ X(1-c) \ /
We nov examine various approximations to tnis equation.
Case (a)
On taking |l- c| X » 1 but t |l <x * v* obtain
Te2 ♦ C • a f j <»•»»
in agreement vith the result obtained by Craik (1966).
‘This helps to distinguish vhen the Craik rodel is valid.
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The condition,«(1 « A, implies that the rate of
diffusion into and off tha surface happens quickly in comparison 
with the period of the wave. This gives a very stringent condition 
for the Craik afodel when it is applied to soluble filias.
Case (h)
On taking the approxinations Aa « |3 *e|t y ,1 -*gi « 1 tut
X |1 -c| « !3-c| we obtain a quadratic in c 
‘ U _ 12S. (Ia2 + 0 - a) ♦ ~ - ieRWc- - c J
♦ 3 - ioi.(To2 ♦ G - B) + ~~ - hSIii » o.
On separating this equation into real and imaginary parts4 . * 4 » 4 «
and letting c » c^ ♦ ic^, fl « and I » I ♦ iX* we
obtain
c »; U ♦ 4£r * -~i ,cr ♦ t * ^(Ta2 ♦ 0 * Bp) • RT^V C|
♦ 3 ♦ ^FI,. - aRB. • 0 (5.33)
2c c. - 2~i - ~(Ta2 ♦ 0 - n ) - gBXT \ Zv . RX„ «5SA 1, sr T* ~y °i
- afi(?a2 + G - IS*,} ♦ Ifclj - --—J-*- - 0 (5.34)
MiWhen 1S*1, Rt and aR are we all coopered with unity equation (5.33) j r
yields
c 2 * kc >3*0 ~ r
giving
To the seae approximation with cf « 3 equation (b.3k) gives
r i < 2 r
cr ‘ ’»3
______ _______
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ci * * «RTjX < 0 •
This weans that a disturbance vith c * 3 is »table, 
F
With c • 1 to equation (5.3M we obtain r
®i " ” ^<T<»2 ♦ C - «r)
Instability occurs vbsn
n ♦ 4 ♦ 4 ««?,* * 0 ♦ T“2 •
Jr ©t *4 •
In thia case the contamination through the term containing XT pronoteswith 1
instability* This nay be c onpared £he correapondinr result for 
clean films
li 4. 1 ii > G + Ta* 
r 2 a
which is the case (iii) of S3.5 •
The contaminated case examined by Craik (1 j66) was sensitive
to c having values close to unity. In this ease, the result is 
not so sensitive. Diffusion has been responsible for the removal 
of the singularity.
We return to equation (3.tk) and obtain two approximate
solutions valid for large values of From Lin (1953)» the
simplest approximations are
2 » const. (s~c) ‘ exp * ~(“)?(s-c)’ 1 ♦ (~) ?g(z) ♦ ••••
* C ju 3J(5.35)
where i^ » exp (iis) and* for nearly real values of c, s • c •
(c * s) exp (*iv) when s < c • Both these solutions r
■ . ___ _ _______ ,_______ __  _X_• - --.-Lra'ftL,
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rapidly: the amplitude of the fluctuations associated with f 
decreases exponentially with distance from the solid wall z « 0t 
while the amplitude of those associated with f^ increases 
exponentially towards the surface. As we are investigating a 
quantity whose gradient is zero at s * 0 and whose value is a 
positive quantity at the surface, we confine interest on the
solution f^ and allow f^ » o. The solution remains valid
when J i
(ii b-«i » ’ 
i i (5.36)
A
(*) I.I » 1
stream function 4»(xtstt) may be
ninto the problem and a series solution a ■ 8 A nay be sought 
n-0 11
subject to the same assumptions as beforet namely 
oRt oh|cj, << 1.
<{>(s) is the z-dependent part of
The boundary conditions governing the problem remain as before
viz. equations (5.12)t(5.13)»(5.lU)»(5.23)»(5.26). Froci equations 
(5>12) we again find Z* A|» 0 and the remaining conditions (5.1^)»(5«
(5.26) yield to the same approximation in at aRt
ffix2 ♦ Q «* h -6A^ ♦ iodj 1 ♦ i----"---- - I A ♦ A I, - C 2 ij
^2 * * T=-? (a2 * a3) - ^>i«R f.21
2 •*» 1 - c iar 21 r *21
_
23)
-■ 
T9
where f^ denotes the function f^ evaluated at z “ 1.
The evaluation of the resulting detendnantal equation gives
t.x Js^S. - ,2UR ♦ iisS
1-c 1-c j
- 4-421 ♦ X(1 - e) ! 4^32 _ _i£L_ - 12 !
Viof21 J L 1 c 1 - « J
0
where C' * To2 ♦ O- H*(1-c).
Also from the asymptotic approximation f^ we obtain
-I
f «
f1*21
*21
This gives
AS fi- - 1 A Ar Z ®( A j < W-C) [ Aj
,.x 4*2* - ,2laP _ l2fl^£ }
V 1-c 1-c
A
kJ
/« _ %i A -1/4 %¥* M.0RC
(1-c) " Idaft ~c) *
Sri
1-c - 12 (5.37)
» J
, V
This is the stability condition. It will nov be examined 
for various approximations.
Case (a)
On letting A • 0, the result of Craik (1$>68) for films without 
diffusion processes is obtained i.e.
Ta4 ♦ 0 - n *4~r" 1} " T1 3
i«R . . Ta4 ♦ G - n1 ♦’ u 1 ’ « J 
This la the same equation aa equation (5. 3?) found in the 
previous section when diffusion rate was
(5.38)
0
_____________
ec
Cage ft)
To the next approximation, it is assured that
* (1 - cp « J | j-; « |l - C,1
♦ X « 11 - c| •
Equation (5»3T) then gives
6 - 12 (a * i)(1 - a) * Srxg ♦ iaHS (1 - ha) • 0,
- c) .
(5.3S>)
_* x _ / aC 1where u » / —Jj
With the further easunptione that
5
ioX3 : T.iaR ‘
«R I ff I «< , REQ « 1-0
thia equation beconc.i
6 ♦ 12 (c - 1)0 - a) « o .
Separating this into real and imaginary parts gives
n„ - 1c - 1 «r (MO)
(5.H1)
z( "(I o/r ’ 2? 'n^TT
and c, ” JLSm-w-mJLIP «   ^iiL..Ii .,i.. .i..onu Cj, y • p I - f p
For a situation where 0. « j1 * a I i.e. A is email but X, T.i ’ r’ *
are large these equations give
<J a 1 — Ar * 1 - 8
and
■ i , when 8 ie imIX,
c . rSU-,... «.&
i 2(1 * n ) 2r
Mow fll ie proportion^ to - (1 - %) and so 1. negative, 
Thia inpliee that o. 1. positive and that wave diet, are
I
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unstable for this ease* They travel vith a velocity half that of
the free surface.
CM« (?)
FOr a larger diffusion effect vith A » 1 and |Q I » 1 
the equations (5eUo) and (5-^1) become
and c
Again G* is < 0 and c^ is thus positive shoving that disturbances 
are unstable and travel vith a velocity almost equal to that of 
the liquid surface. This agrees vith the result of $5.5 •
The effect of incrAing diffusion into and out of a thin 
layer near the surface of the film seems to be a quickening in 
the velocity of the disturbance. This model does not yield any 
•nev* stabilising phenomenon.
It must be noted that the results may break dovn vhen c • 1 r
due to a singularity in the approximations.
»?tP S^w^ry. of rccialtc
It is appropriate here to summarise the results obtained 
in this chapter.
I. With the simplified model for diffusion the following vere
found:
(a) vhen the diffusion effect is small ( i.e. the contaminant is 
virtually insoluble, a|l * c| » k ), the flov becomes more or
leas stable than the corresponding dean film according as the 
ware velocity is greater or less than the surface velocity*
This is due to the surface elasticity tern, (Ac0) •
(b) vhen the contaminant effects c0, is large it completely 
suppresses the destabilising influence of tangential stress which 
is present with clean films* Unless the normal stress due to the 
wind is extremely large, the flow would be v: stable*
(c) when the diffusion effect is dominant ( i*e* the contaminant 
is solublet o|l • c| «s ), the flow is again more stable*
However B if the flow becomes unstable, then the greater the diffusion 
effect the slower the waves travel relative to the surface ( in 
facts V/2 < c1 < V ).
XI* With the modal where diffusion extends throughout the film 
the following occurred!
(a) vhen the rate of diffusion into and off the surface happens
quaddy relative to the period of a wave, the case X(a) above is 
recovered* ( Heret o(1 • « A , |1 • c| X » 1.)
(b) when the diffusion rate happens more cslowly relative to the
wave periods two wave modes are found !• the one, whose wave 
velocity is three times that of the surfaces is damped} the other, 
whose wavs velocity is that of the surface* is amplified* Thus 
instability is expected in this latter cate* ( Here, a(1 - « A,
Ao, X|1 - c| « 1*)
XXX* With the final situation where diffusion was only important 
in a thin layer near the free surface, the following resulted!
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(a) vhen diffusion is unimportant ( A « 0 )t the results of the 
cases (a) above are recovered.
(b) vhen there is little diffusion but a large elasticity effect 
( A small but T* large ), an instability is found whose velocity 
is half that of the surface*
(c) vhen the effect of diffusion is dominant ( A » 1 )t the
motion is arain unstable and vaves travel vith the surface velocity as 
in case II(b) above.
In conclusion> it can be noted that as veil as the agreement shown 
in cases (a) above, there is also sore agreement which could be 
expected betveen cases 1(b) and (c) and cases Ill(b) and (c).
If there is an instability present in these cases it travels at 
between on© half and the full velue of the surface velocity depending 
on the atrenrth of the diffusion*
__ _________ .a ..
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CHAPTER V?
OH
COKWOTATI^^
Experiments relating to the effect of surface contaminants 
on the generation of wares by *iod are now described. The first 
part of the chapter deacriber the experimental apparatus and the 
results whilst the second part compares these results with the 
earlier theory.
S6a1s Exnerimentsl nroeedure and annaratus.—.SC.KZ.? A .I.I I.JS. J .75X7... 1,,?■ ■■•■..■TJMe.vt "iXJT.zLt
The apparatus was, in the mein, that used by Craik (19<&5) 
in his investigations into uncontaminated flow. It was set up 
by Hr. X>. liven vno reproduced the results found by Craik.
A diagram of the apparatus is given in Figure 6.1.
The experiments were conducted in a closed channel U© in* 
long, 11.U in. wide and 1 in. high. The channel1s bottom consisted 
of a single sheet of plate glass whilst the sides and top were 
made of Plexiglass. Throughout the experiments, the plate glass 
bottom was horizontal.
Air was drawn through the apparatus by an extraction fan.
The air flow was straightened by means of two honeycomb grids, 
situated at each end of the channel, and the flow could be regulated 
by unmasking part of the downstream honeycomb grid which was open to
________________________________________
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the sir. The fan was connected to the channel by a flexible 
duet to prohibit the transmission of vibrations to the test area. 
Air flew measurerents were node by manna of a Pitot-static tube 
inserted through the top of the channel. The tube was made by 
Mr. Niven end was constructed out of two lengths of net el tubing 
of extr<aoly snail di ruse ter and bore (about 1 ran. bore). The 
tube was connected by flexible tubing to a "Mercury" Greer ranome' 
(a pressure head measuring device using reflexions of a light 
beam from a membrane onto a photo-electric cell). The manometer 
was extremely sensitive after it had been completely masked from 
any stray light - the casing supplied on the equipment was not 
light-tight. The tube could be :toved up and down inside the
channel by means of a screw device acting on a toothed bar.
Frost the height of the .tube in the air flow and the reading on 
the *ianorotcrt velocity profiles could be obtained which were 
the sane as those obtained previously for the elean film work 
(see Craik (19^5)). It ray be remarked that the tube used was 
much siaaller than that used by Craik and measurements could be 
nade very close to the film surface.
Water entered the channel through sponge rubber which was 
closely fitted into a reservoir. This reservoir was situated 
In front of the glass plate but behind the upstresn honeycomb 
grid. The top surface of the sponge waa mde absolutely level. 
The water flow rate was regulated by neons of a needle valve.
At the downstream end of the channel, the water flowed off the
__ _
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piste into a V*skaped collection reservoir and was then led into 
a measuring cylinder. keaoe tue flow rate could Be calculated.
Lengths cf the channel were corked off by pieces of measuring 
tape fixed across the underside of the glees plate* Lycopodium 
duet could be sprinkled onto the water film surface and individual 
dust particles tired an they traversed one or ssore lengths of the 
channel. The surface file velocity could then be found at several 
points across the width of the channel and the mean surface velocity 
determined graphically.
The surface of the uniform fils was Borisontal end so its 
motion was independent of gravity. Also, the ratio of film 
thickness to channel height was email and so the pressure gradient
required to maintain the air flow had negligible effect upon the 
velocity profile in the water flln. Hnce the film was subject to i 
uniform shear stress this velocity profile was very nearly linear 
and the mean velocity of the film was half its surface velocity. 
Since the surfece velocity, V, the volumetric flow rate, 4, and the 
ahannel width, w, are all known, the mean film thickness, fa, may be 
found from, the expression h « 24/Vv.
Two different types of contauiin&nt were used:* "Teepol” and 
camphor.
Teepol is on industrial cleansing solution which easily
over
spreads/and diffuses with water. Before use it was filtered to 
remove su^jended ; articles. Xt was allowed to drip from a thistle 
funnel of very narrow bore onto the spoaje rubber at the entry
___ ________ ______________
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section. The Teepol vac used in two concentrations: 1 part Teepol 
to 2 parte and to U parte of water. The drip rate was reasonably
constant end was measureable ( • 0.11 ec./mln. for 1i2 and • 0.15 ce.Z 
ain. for liU )•
Camphor ( C^H^Cl; Molecular weight • 1T2.69 ) is a solid 
which spreads quickly over the surface of a water film but does 
not dissolve or diffuse into the water. Xt was applied by placing 
solid blocks on the sponge rubber and allowed to spread naturally
onto the surface of the water film.
The surface properties of the contaminants, such as the 
lowering in the value of surface tension were not Beasured.
Difficulty would be experienced if an attempt were made to Measure 
then within the apparatus.
By careful adjustment of the water flow rate and scrupulous 
cleaning of the rlass plate, very thin, uniform water films could 
be maintained in the presence of the air flow. When Teepol, the
cleansing agent, was used thin films were easily attained but 
trouble was found with camphor. Xn this latter ease, it was 
found that the water film would not leave the plate at the outlet
end and reversal in the flow would occur. This was due to the 
lowering in the value of surface tension causing a smaller contact 
angle between the liquid and the plate's edge. The trouble was 
overcome by suspending damp pieces of foam rubber from thin vires 
onto the edge of the plate. This eliminated the sharp break in 
surface afforded to the film and the film then left the plate quite
- —i:i. _______ ___ _______
— - -- ■ " •'
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easily* A better procedure might hare been to bevel the edge of 
the plate but this would here meant complete dlsjoerbly of the 
apparatus and some sophisticated fleas working.
£6,t.3.!,, .qtoagrt&afa.
As was to be expected, the apparatus when used by Mr* Riven 
r eproduc cd the results of Craik. It was proposed therefore to 
investigate what difference, if any, contaminant made and to 
observe any new phenoneau•
With a constant air flow and unconteminated water films* \ • 
reduction in the filr thickness caused the following sequence 
of events, as recorded by Craik (1966).
" (i) a ’pebbled’ surface occurred for thick films*
(ii) regular waves travelling down the channel were obtained 
on decreasing the file thickness* (fast waves)
(iii) these waves disappeared for still thinner films, leaving 
an essentially smooth surface*
(iv) for very thin films, the surface again exhibited
disturbances***** (slow waves)
(v) when the flow rate was decreased still further, dry 
patches formed on the plate* *
1*1,"S»S8PA"., ■am*
With one drop of Tcepol, waves in cases (1) and (11) were 
eliminated instantaneously to reappear after several seconds 
when all the Teepol had been carried out of the apparatus.
- - ■ ■■ • .S-K. i-TS
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la fact, the effect of ono drop was so great that no waves of 
thia type could he formed el thia the range of wind speeds available.
On reduction of water flow with a constant drip rate waves of 
type (iv) could he obtained hut only at film thicknesses less 
than those obtained before for similar conditions. Therefore,
the detergent, in general, widened the region of stability.
Results for critical film thickness against the maximum air velocity 
for both cone ant rat ions are compared in figure 6.2 with the 
uncontaminated results of Craik (1966). The region containing 
the red spot is that of stability. Due to the sudden overall 
drying up of the film at extremely small depths no results could 
he taken at fils thicknesses less than 0(:)^C cm.). Thia phenomenon 
can he compared to the dry patches which formed at small film 
thicknesses in the experiments without contaminant and which also 
meant that no results could be taken. Ho results for transition 
to fast waves could, of course, be given in the figure. Thus, 
the stability region has been widened in both hirectionc*.
However, one feature occurred with very thin contaminated 
films which was absent in the uncontaminated case. During case 
(iii) streaks formed lengthwise down the channel. They would 
start at the entry section and continue varying distances downstream, 
sometimes indeed to the exit section. They were quite difficult 
to photograph • the channel was illuminated by floodlights placed 
to one side and then the streak cast a 1 shadow* on a sheet of
white paper attached to the underside of the £lass plate. Naturally,
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when this •i-M> XX * .& .< -i C5 * ♦ *.x .occurred no results could be obtained for ’slow*
waves but the streaks could be eliminated by careful smoothing 
of the sponge rubber of the entry section• A photograph of a 
typical streak is shown in Plate 1.
The explanation of this occurrence is simple but interesting*
If there is a slight indentation in the sponge rubber entry section 
the film leaves with the o&me indented profile* When the surface 
Is contaminated with Teepol, It has greater resistance to deformation 
and the liquid is either prevented or greatly impeded from flowing 
into this indentation* Xn this way the streak extends down the 
channel with the flow:- the fluid flow in the direction of the
wind being much greater than that which can eventually flow cross­
wise. A derivation of the liquid surface profile is given in 
Appendix II*
Here again the fast waves of case (iij/affacted by the contaminant 
but not so spectacularly as before* The transition from •fast* 
waves to the stable filn could now be easily measured* The film
was made more stable than when uncontaminated and results can 
be compared in Figure 6*2* The region of stability can be seen 
to have been extended*
When the trouble with the film at the downstream end had
been overcome , results for the transition frc^ the stable film to 
•slow’ waves could be taken* The transition was found to occur at
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larger film thicknesses then when uncontaminated. The results are > ~ 
again shown in figure 6.2. The region of stability in this case 
has been decreased*
The results of the experiments with detergent are now compared 
with the previous theory.
With the detergent* a contaminant which diffuses easily normal 
to the surface* the fast waves were found to be conpletely annihilated 
in the experiments. The flow rate was extremely fast and one would 
expect that diffusion would not have had too important a role even 
though the phase velocity was large. This result can be compared 
with the theory of Craik (196S) for thicker films. His results 
were given in terms of an elasticity parameter sad the mean shear 
stress. They showed that the presence of contaminant on thicker 
films had a stabilising effect on the 11 ow.
for the thinner films* the stabilising nature of this diffusive 
contaminant on the 9slow* waves was apparent in the experiments.
This can be compared to the case 1(c) in the results of the previous 
chapter when the simple diffusion on and off the surface was 
considered to be more important than the diffusion within the bulk 
of the liquid film. In case 1(e) the diffusion effect was taken 
to be larger than the effect of the presence of contaminant on the 
surface. The result was that the flow was more stable and travelled 
at a speed less than that of the surface • the more contaminant the
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slower they travelled* It miot ba noted that the waves seen 
lathe experiments would be influenced by non-linear effects and 
ao the results cannot be fully corroborated with the theory.
The •fast* wave instability again experienced a stabilising 
effect when camphor contaminant was applied. This contaminant 
does not diffuse rapidly normal to the surface into the bulk liquid 
but does diffuse reaiily along the surface. Again, the role of 
surface elasticity was one of stabilisation in agreement with the 
work of Craik (1968) on thicker films.
In the case of •slow’ waves, cawnhor contamination tended to
destabilise. In the eases (a) of the previous chanter* for snail
diffusion effect, the surface elasticity term of the tangential
stress is the critical factor and is a stabilising or destabilising
influence depending on whether the wave velocity is greater or less
than the surface velocity. In the observations the waves did move
nore slowly than the surface i.e. c * < V, and so surface elasticity r
theoretically would provide a destabilising effect. The film 
thickness is of the required order of magnitude, O(1O*2 cm.) 
i.e. H.10*2 cm. With relation to the sise of the surface elasticity 
coefficient and this type of instability, Craik (1968) states that 
’’values of y: as small as 0(10~2 dyne per cm.) may have a significant 
effect”. Xn the the values for the surface elasticity
would be much larger than this.
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In 1916, Langmuir considered adsorption, when applied to a 
gjaa~liquid Interface, as due to the condensation of pas molecules 
arriving at the surface from the gas followed by evaporation 
after a certain tiae, Those molecules reaching the surface may 
either rebound immediately or condense for a finite tiiae and 
evidence shows that many do actually condense. This sone ’lechaniaz 
is directly applicable to adsorption of liquid surfactant ?$oleeules 
to and fron the surface of a liquid from its bulk solution.
Consider unit area of a surface with a fraction 3 of it
covered with adsorbed surfactant. het the rate of evaporation
of adsorbed surfactant be nh BOlecules per second and the rate of
molecules striking the surface be y. On supposing that a fraction 
no
a of them condense and that/condensation occurs on an
layer the rate of condensation will be
ay (1 - 0) •
In equilibrium this uust equal the rate of evaporation i.e. ad, and
then
(A.1)«Y 1 - 0
The rate of striking vsries proportionally to the concentration 
i.e. ay « be0. On letting the number of molecules in a complete 
adsortei layer be *o and the nunber adsorb.* at pressure p be n, then
9*
n * and equation (A. 1) becomes
-2. « g « Ma...H n ♦ kc0
Nov the surfactant adsorption, r » ar„ where r„ is the saturation 
adsorption and the equation becomes
(A.2)
where a is a constants Equation (A.2) is known as the Langmuir 
adsorption isotherm equation (ref. Adam, 19^1, p117)»
Xt is required to obtain a relationship between surface 
tension, the concentration and the surfactant adsorption. This is 
obtained fro® a form of Gibbs1 adsorption equation (an equation/ 4 fr » ♦
derived from energy considerations by an analytical proofs see
Gibbs* Collected Papers, 1957). When 9 is the temperature and y is n
the chemical poential of the surfactant, Gibb6* equation in its 
basic form is
dT « - (r) dy (A.3)
for a dilute solution of this single surfactant. The chemical 
potential is related to the temperature and concentration of the 
surfactant through the equation
dy^ • R^6 d(ln c0)
where R^ is the gas constant. Using this equation and (A.2) in
(A.M
equation (A.3), we obtain Gibbs* equation in the form
as - - R 9 d(ln cQ) (A.5)
8 * ♦ %
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Nv\\
or»
An
dT -» er. dc, a + e.
yields the result
"'pure - Tcont^. ‘ U° **». (A.6)
on equation found empirically by Ssysskowski in 1906 (ref. Adam 19^11 
p1l6).
Fro® equation (A.U) we obtain
ikn
J£
>c.
/ it ' <De0>
• IF ’ ' un
which forms part of equation (5*6), where the subscript ’un* 
represents evaluation in a steady st ate.
Fro® equation (A.5) we also obtain
to - - b er 22o e c0
- - xr |Kn vc0
(») v(r)
un
r e <
where F ■ Ac,
i.e. («; v(r - r )un
s»0
where r - F " A (cn • co )un 0 °un z*Q
This latter expression has i ■ 0 as the reference level with 
respect to which perturbed quantities are measured.
The remaining parts of equations (5*5) and (5. 6) have now
been derived.
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Cartesian co-ordinates (x,yts) are chosen in the unperturbed 
free surface as in Figure A.1. (The y-co-ordinate is into the page*)
A3
X x x X X X X X X X x X^ X' x" X
Figure A.1
In this two-dimensional cross-section the equation of the liquid- 
gas interface is x ■» n(x) and the principal curvatures of the 
interface are
r J ’ 0 • S, •
where the dashes denote differentiation with respect to x, and 
R* and are the principal radii of curvature of the interfiepte 
of s * n(x) by the two orthogonal planes Oxxt Oys.
The condition for equilibrium at any point on the interface is
where p is the liquid density, g is the gravitational force and 
Y is the coefficient of surface tension* Using the expressions
n (1 ♦
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0 .
for Rj and R* thia aquation becomes
££
7
the constant on the right-band side being aero because the interface 
becomes plane far from the origin, vhere n • 0. One integration 
gives
* (i 7'^ " c
and the saae boundary condition shovs that C » 1. This equation
can be transformed into
* • i a
vhere d2 * pg/2y and nd * sinG> and this has the solution
x-d = (74)>t 3
At X ■ 0, n’ I» This. InCdns. thdii' al'.X* 0 , there is a co$p and
hear % = 0 frhet&ufcftue profile .cannot be given by.the above equation^ Tn 
fa.ctr,4tbe,r^ wciiM ‘‘be,<& slow transverse flow o4 fhe fluid Cowards Che 
tj-.ayis .And I'he surface p<-ofile an oniy be estihiftCed.
Finally, the equation of the surface profile is y in port
IxAl ■^^cofb'7y^j- ♦ U • (nd)2)®- 1
This profile is depicted in Figure A.2. by ^he htJJ line-l-he broken is esti«n»f< 
An analysis, similar to this, has been performed by Rothrock (1966)
in hie investigations into the formation of rivulets when a thin 
liquid film flows dovn the underside of an inclined plane*
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